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AN PIMNTAL AND STATISTICAL STUDY OF TH RLATION5HIP
BTWN PRJUDIO AND CERTAIN PRSCNALITY VARIABLES
T. T. Coulter
Problems; To investigate some of the personality faotore
related to primary social attitudes. (1) To investigate
th. personality correlates of authoritarianism, viz., ri-
gidity, intolerance of ambiguity, and ethnocentrism. (2)
To determine if the underlying personality structure of
Communists and Fascists is squally authoritarian. (3) To
determine the position of Fascists in the Radical-Conserva-
tive, Tough-minded-Tender-minded faster space.
Subjects: The subjects were male, working-class adults and
Included 43 members each of the Communist and Fascist party,
and a normal group of 86.
Procedure: The battery of tests included the R-T attitude
scale, the California Ethnocentrism and Fascism scales, three
tests of rigidity, two tests of intolerance of ambiguity, and
the Thematic Appero.ption Test. An tnphasis score was ob-
tained from the R-T scale and a second score obtained from
the T scale by omitting the two Jewish items and re-scoring.
Four scores relating to Dominanc, and Aggression and two
scores relating to Introversion-troversion were obtained
from the T.A.T. An analysis of variance was done on 17
variables for the three groups, and t tests of significance
were run between the groups. Fifteen variables were selected
for a Thurstonian centroid analysis on each group seosrately.
Results: The results of the analysis of varianc, and t tests
show 6ommunists and Fascists to be similar on the rigidity,
intolerance of ambiguity, and revised tough-minded scales.
(2) Both the Communists and Fascists were found to be
dominant, but the Communists tended to be more openly domin-
ant and the Fascists to be indirectly dominant. On the ag-
gression variable, the Fascists were more openly aggressive
whereas the Communists showed more indirect aggression than
the Fascists. (3) The Fascists were found to lie in the
oonservative-tougti-minded quadrant. (4) The factor analysis
yielded five centroid factors in each group. After orthogonal
rotation four factors in all groups were interpreted as 1)
Tough-mindedness,	 2) RigidIty, 3) Intolerance of ambiguity
and 4) Aggression. In addition a fifth factor of dominance
was found in the Fascist and normal group.
o be returned to the AcademiC 11e trar,




AN EXPERIJ4ENTAL1 AW STATI3TICAI STUDY OF THE RELATION3HIP
BETWEEN PREJUDICE AND CERTAIN PEONAkITY YARIA.EL1E3.
T. I. Coulter.
Problems: To investigate some of the personality factors
related to primary social attitudes.
(I) To investigate the personality oorrelates of
Tough-mindedness, viz., rigidity, intolerance of
ambiguity, and ethnocentrism.
(2) To determine if the underlying personality structure
of Communists and Fascists is equally authoritarian.
(3) To determine the position of Fascists in the Radical-
Conservative, Pough-mir4ed render-minded factor
space.
Subjeot3: The subjects were male, working-'olasa adults and
included 43 members each of the Communist and Fascist party,
and a normal 'oup of 86.
prooedure	 The battery of tests included the R-T attitude
scale, the California Ethnooentris and Fascism scales, three
tests of rigidity, two tests of intolerance of ambipuity, and
the Thematic Ahpperoeption Test. An emphasis score was
obtained frois the R-'f scale and a second score obtained from
the T' scale by omitting the two Jewish items aid re-scoring.
Tour scores relating to DoxLtrlanoe aid Aggression aid two
scores relating to Introversion-ExtroVersiOn were obtained
from the T.A.T. An analysis of variance was done on 17
variables for the three groups, aid t tests of significance
were run between the groups. Fifteen variables were selected
aid a Thurstonian centroid analysis carried out on each
group separately.
Reeult: The results of the analysis of variance aid t tests
show:
(I) Communists aid Fascists to be similar on the
rigidity, Intolerance of ambiguity, aid revised
toui-'aithed scales.
(2) Both the Communists aid Fascists were found to be
dominant, but the Communists tended to be more
openly dominant aid the Fascists to be indirectly
dominant. On the aggression variable, the Fascists
were more openly apir,reesive whereas the Communists
showed more indirect aggression than the Fascists.
The Fascists were found to lie in the conservative-tough-'
minded quadrant. The factor analysis yielded five centroid
factors in each group. After orthogonal. rotation four
faotors in all groups were interpreted as:-
(I) Pough'-miMednea$
(2) RIgidity
(3) Intoleranoe of biguity ar
(4) Aggreion.
In addition, a fifth factor of doininame waS fourd
in the Fascist aid )orma1 group.
_ _ __ -
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1cHAP'r	 I.
Introduction and $tateiaent of the problem.
Recent studies in social psychology leave no doubt
in our muds that the social convictions of an indivtdua].
are related to the basic structure of his personality.
Sanat (1952), Saenger and Prosbansky (1950), 3mith (1.949),
Ch.in (1948), Cantri]. (1947), and many others working in
this field have demonstrated this fact.
However, the study of personality was well advanced
before the beginnings of social. psychology, in the modern
sense, gained, the interest of psychologists.
Primary social attitudes have attracted a considerable
number of research workers in recent years. In several
factorial studies two main dimensions have been identified.
Although the factors defining these iAension5 bav•
sometimes been given different names (se. Related 3tudies),
in general they define th. same set of attitudes.
In one of the more extensive investigations carried
out by Eyienck (1947), two major factors emerged. The
first was the well known bi-polar factor, radicalism-
conservatism (R); the second was named tougli-iaiMedterder-
minded (T), these terms being adopted from the writings of
William James. This second dimension has been 1.ss well
2investigated than the first and less is known about how
it relates to the basic structure of an individual' a
personality.	 eoause of this further work is needed
to clarity it.
In general, the term Wtoughjaindedness is denoted
by a favourable attitude towards the death penalty,
flogging of criminals, tree love, birth control, trial.
marriage, easier divoroe, aid use of the atom bomb.
Personal who are tough-minded also believe on the whole
that moat religious people are hypocrites, God is an
invention of the human mind, Jews ar. not valuable citizens,
and maintenance o internal order within the nation is
more important than complete freedom for all • For other
attitudes the reader is referred to Appendix C where a
copy of the ? scale will be found.
Preliminary investigations by Eysenok (1951) Indicate
that the nature of this tough-minded variable may be of
great importance, because it now seems highly likely that
the soa].e measuring our T factor may tap some of the
similarities in the personality make-up of certain
authoritarian groups who cause much concern in Western
political circles today.
In this connection an extensive study is reported by
3.
Adorno et a]., (1950) in a volume entitled "The
Authoritarian Personality". They constructed special.
attitude scales to measure prejudice ard authoritarianism.
They fourd that persons with a high score on a scale
measuring potential fascism terded to be conservative,
generally ethnooentrjo, rii3, intolerant of ambiguity,
ani to possess a varIety of other personality traits all.
of which appeared to form a syrdrome whl.oh they labelled
an "antldeinooratic". This pattern suggests that these
irdividuala might fit into our to'ihmirded oateiory.
Adorn, et si. started out to Investigate the correlates
of antt'.'aemitiem, but soon extended the scope of the study
to include the larger syndrome, IauthorItarIar1isaW. They
then proceeded to locate their dimension in this syndrome
without regarding the other dimension involved. Fitting
this into our dimenaloral. scheme as shown in Fig. 1, it is
evident that Adorno et a]. was in fact investigating
persons in the tough-'aIrded conservative quadrant. !ut
owing to the fact that they only considered the one dimension,
the picture is incomplete. They have not touched upon
persons in the touph-m.trded radical quadrant.
However, this quadrant was investigated by Eyeenok
(1951) and it was shown that the oomriiunieta fall into this
quadrant and that the Fascists fall, into the tough-minded
3 .g.
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oonaervative quadrant. Proa a sotentifia point of vi.w
it is now of interest to see whioh oharaoteristics, if ally.
the Coiaiauriists ard Fascists have in oomiion. U. know
that according to the Communist party ideoloy •thnoceritrisa
is frowned upon, whereas the Fasoists are operly anti-'
seaitio. Eut it ay be that these two groups share soiie
other qualities of the authoritarian personality. The
Ooaiunists certainly appear to have a predisposition
towards authoritarianiss ard to be greatly conoerned with
power relationehipa while favouring a regiiaented political
life. However, these are only hypothesized attributes ard
they require investigation beyong that already done at
preeent1
)ot only 15 this of interest froa a psychological point
of view. it is also of interest from & sooio].ogical point
of view.
During the last forty years two world wars have been
fou,ht with Germany, aM within the last five years it
has often seemed that a third world war with Russia was
imminent. Apart from these major events many other
disorders of mass u.politioa]. character, less world shaking
perhaps but nevertheless signifloant have occurred in the
forms of insurrections, rebellions aM ur4eolared wars.
The battle of Ideas is constantly being carried beyord
5.
the ordinary political struggle into the sphs of
political violeno.. As one authoritarian group goes out
of the limelight of po]4tieal notice, another one oozes
in. And although we have suppressed the Mate or at
least have temporarily divested them of their power,
Easisa is by no means dead. The last party still, exists
in England under the name of Union Movement, and in several.
European countries under the name of Iation Europa. besides
having organizations in America and the Argentine. Evidently
the 1azt ideology still appeals to enough persona so that
the party is kept active.
There is no question bit that part of the cause of
the last upheaval in Germany was both political and economic.
?everthelese, one cannot overlook the fact that the
initial success of the Kasi party was partly due to the
fact that once Hitler had assumed power a large part of the
population was ardently attracted to the new ideology and
fanatically attached to its proolatmer. 3ufficient
numbers were only too willing to identify themselves with
the )'uehrer's power and lose themselves in hero worship.
Regardless of ethical principles involved they followed a
course of blind obedience to the Leader aid a policy of
hatred towards racial and political, minorities.
It is not suggested that Germany is the only country
6.
that ever had a R faeo tat' typ. of government. There
was Mussolini in Italy, Dallfuss aid Bohusohnigg in
Austria aid Trance in Spain.
	 ut it was in Germany
that the problem of "racial" Oonsoiousn.es developed aid
resulted in anti-semitic violence, Th. other Fascist
countries were relatively tree from racial bias. Evidently
anti"semttisa is not a necessary concomitant of fascism,
although the Fascist party in Englaid still practis. it.
However, it is possible that their marches through Jewish
areas have been organized with the deliberate intention of
provoking anti-Fascists aid getting publicity.
Germany was used as an example depicting authoritari-
ariism in the recent past. It is by no means the only
example, but perhaps it is one of the more extreme. In
any case, it is not suggested that other authoritarian
nations today would go to th. s&ae xtreae. Thit it is
suggested that if the Soviets oi anyther nation seeks to
establish the dotatorshtp of the proletariat or their
own system on a world scale, then they are showing a high
measure of authoritarianism. This study is not concerned
with the pros aid cons of communism or any other ideology;
such intricate aid complex matters are Left to the
political economist. Russia has every right to her own
form of government.
7.
Put if the communist nations have the right to
choose their own form of government, other nations must
also have the Same right 'without outside iriterferezice
either by direct force or by subversiv, activities.
Xcv "subversiv, activities" ii the label which politi-
claris today ar. in the aabit of attaching to the actions
of citisens of their own nation whom they feel are working
In th. interests of a foreign power ant against the interests
of their own country.
It Is not in the province of the politician to attempt
to unterstarid th. actions of these ir4ividua],. This is
the provinos of the social payphologtst, ant it has been
pointed out previously that recent sooial.paychologlca.],
studies have emphasized the relationship between personality
structure ant social attitudes. Adorno, in particular, has
shown that authoritarian ideologies maki their major appeal
not to rational self-interest, but to emotional neds.
Although there is an extensive body of literature on
prejudice ant personality, ant authorttarian.tsa ant personal-
ity, no one has yet investigated the aimilaritiea ant
differences of autboritartans such as coiLluniata ant
fascists on them, variables.
It is therefore, the purpose of this study to inv.sti-
gate the primary social, attitudes in relation to some of
8.
the personality characteristics of persoi$ known to
be tough-minded or prejudiced, or both.
The intent has not been to establish causal relations
beyond those which can b bypothesised from the relation-
ships as they are discovered to exist.
3peoitioaJd.ly, tki. present investigation waS designed
to answer the following questions from an analysts of
the data obtained from a battery of tests administered to
a group of Communists and a group of Fasoists, knowto be
active members of their respective organisatioria-
1). Do Fascists Lie in the tough-minded
conservativ, quadrant 7
2). Which personality variables are
related to tough-mindedness 7
3). Ar. Communists and Fascists equally
tough-minded 7
4). Do Communists and Fascists have in
common any authoritarian characteristics,






It 1. convenieti to divid. a review of the Literatur.
into four sections. Th. first section will cover attempts
at isolating the primary social attitudes; the s.00r4
will deal in the main with •tinooentrisii as it i5 related
to personality variables other than rigidity arid intoler-
am. of ubiguity	 the third with intolerance of
ambiguity; and the fourth with rigidity.
I •	 R D4AR! SOCIAL &TUD3.
Interest in studies of eootai attitudes is rthtively
new arid it is only within the last quarter of a century
that studies have been carried out using factorial techniques
in an attempt to isolate the primary social attitudes.
The earliest of these studies was carried out by
Thurstorie (1934). He reports administering eleven attitude
tests arid an intelligenc, test to 380 university students.
He •xraoted two factors the first of which he riamed
radloalisa-oon.ervatism, arid the second nationalism-
internationalism. The results are not very o].ear cut
arid Thuretone is in doubt whether or not the conservative
pole •f the first factor should rather have been riamed
religion. Copelazid (1935) criticizes Thurstone's
10.
interpretation of the first factor, axz Eysenck (1944)
criticises the seoonl. H. says, "If th. first factor
is correctly identified as radiealisa-cona.rvatisia, there
are difficulties in the way of identifying the seoo
factor as one of nationalisainternationalisia. 'Internatiorp'
a],isa' is an integral part of the radical attitude (as
shown for instance by the fact that 'patriotism' had a
hter eaturation for the fir2t factor in this study than
it had for the secoM); oonsequ.ntly it is difficult to
se, how two factors related in this manner can appear
•ntirely unrelated (orthogonal) in the analyses."
The next factorial study of interest is that of Oarlson
(1934) who administered five attitud. tests arg
 one
intelligenc, t.t to 215 senior university students. Her
first factor was one of intelligence, whioh is, of course,
not a primary attitud.; her secoM factor was on. of
radicalisis-conservatisa; ani the third factor she calls
religious. Carison, however, expresses doubt about the
naming of her factors ai1 explain. that they do not appear
very meaningful to her.
Ferguson (1941) in a study using six Thurstori.
attitude scales on 178 university students found three
factors which hi called religioniem, humanitarianism,
and. nationalism. This confirmed the results of a
11.
slailar previous study, Terueon (1939), at which tia.
he was doubtful about the noisenclature of his factors.
A, preliainary study by Johnaon (1942) on 234 subjects
oontiraed the existence of th. radloalisa-coneervatisa
factor.
One of the largest studies carried out is a recent
investigation by Eylenok (1947) who administered a
questionnaire of 40 items to 750 people, divided equally
between the three main British political parties. The
first factor Is comparable to the one previously obtained
by himself in 1944 whIch he named radioalisa-ooneervatisa
(i). The seaor4 factor ii the one mentioned in the
introduction, tough .air4ed-ter4er-air4ed (f). At this
time Kysenok felt that further research was needed to
discern the essential nature of this T factor aul a
subsequent study, ysenok (1951), was carried out. He
found that while the differences between the three main
political parties could be described in terms of the R
factor alone, the differences between these three parties
aM the communist party required an additional dimension
which wa$ identified as the P factor. This placed the
communists in the tough-minded radical quadrant. 3inoe
only 7 7aeoIste could be fouM, the fiMing that they
fell in the tough'.'aiMed conservative quadrant was merely
12.
suggestive. The present study alms at a more compre-
hensive Investigation of ooaiminhsts and fascists to put the
above findings on a more secure foundation.
On a population of 300, Sanat (1950) used a 1.6 Item
questionnaire on political., religious and "social." attitud.s
and extracted three factors. His first general factor he
calls progressivisil vs. conservatism and considers this a
better term than the usual. re.dicali$m-oonaervatiem. HIS
second factor is named socialism-atheism vs. "social"
progressivtea. The third factor is one of s;oialisrn vs.
atheism. There does not appear to be any clear cut
differentiation in the naming of his factors.
His test of radicalism was one of "social" radicalism
not of political, radicalism. Sanai (1952) says be prefers
the term alterationism to radicalism and preservationism to
conservatism.
In a further study by Sanai (1950-51) a questionnaire
of 20 polttioo-eoonomic item.e was given to 250 people. Two
factors wer, extracted, one general and one bi-polar. The
general factor (3) was interpreted as socialism vs.laissez-
faire, and th. second factor as revolutionary vs.evolutionary
change.	 However, the items in his questionnaire were
based on political points of view such as socialism, Marxist
Communism, democracy, etc., in order to test the hypothesis
that )4arxian communism is orthogonal to the factor of
13.
sooialistioally'mir4edness, i.e • radicalism. Sanat
suggests that the ra4ioalism-oonservatisa contiuiwa 1.1
not logical, that the oosmunists do not tall at the extreme
end of the radical scale. However, his hypothesis does
not appear to be tenable Judging from the saturationS
of the items on his first two factors.
The early studies as well as some of the later studies
of primary social attitudes seem to be oharaoterised by
some ambiguity in the interpretation of the factors. The
existence of the radicalisa .00nservatism dimension seems
to be fairly well established. There is less agreement as
to the nature of the second dimension. Eysenok's and
Ferguson's studies both define the primary social attitudes
equally well from a statistical, point of view, but from a
psychological point of view Eys.nok's terms are preferable.
Pig. ii shows the relationship of Eysenok's and
Ferguson' s dimensions in diagramms tic form. Ferguson' 5
re].igionism factor links the Communists and religion; his
humanitarianism factor links the Fascists and Pacifists.
However, Eysenok's interpretation that the Fascists are
tough-aizded-oonler*ativesj and the communists, tough-
minded raciloals is more plausible. The radicalism-
conservatism dimension has been fairly w.IL investigated
aid has correlates with external facts. Conservatives
13.a.
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are not a mixture of religionisa and anti-humanitarianism;
aid socialists are not a mixture of humanitarianism arxl
anti-rellgionisa as Ferguson would have it. Eysenok's
terms are more meaningful as well as being more firmly
anchored in general knowledge.
LI.	 ?HOCERXSM A14D VARIU9 P1R5OAL,IT VAR IAPL13.
With the advance in the isolation of the primary
social attitudes, many studies followed relating these
social attitudes to various traits of personality. Many
of these studies centred their attention on ethnocentrism.
Innumerable books have been written on the dynamics of
prejudic. mince World War I, aid countless studies have
been carried out in an effort to d.termine some of the
underlying eaua.s of prejudice with a view to establishing
practical aid effective techniques for their control aid
eradication. A we].]. selected bibliography is given by
Williams (1947) on studies involving racial, ethnic aid
religious groups in the United States.
Many studies deal with social aid economic factors
which may be responsible for such prejudices as anti-semitism
or anti-negroism. The field relating to ethnocentrism is
so vast that individual studies must be delimited in some
way.
	
ecauss the present study is mainly concerned with
ethnocentrism as it pertains to urd.rlying personality
variables, only those studies relating to this aspect will
15.
be reviewed.
It should be sent toned first that many studies have
confirmed Hartley's (1946) observation that there is a
close relationship between an individual's attitudes
towards various minority groups, whether or not the
individual has had actual experience with representatives
Of those groups.
The first study of interest is onby Trenkel Th'unawtk.
and Sanford (1945) • This was a detailed clinical study
using 100 subjects. They found that subjects with high
scores on an anti-semitism scale (A'S) exhibited a kind
of conservative attitude, and were generally ethnocentric
ad more aggressive than low-scoring subjects. This data
waS gained from clinical interviews, the Rorsohaoh, and
the Thematic Apperoeption Test. A1 further study, Yrenkel
Frunawik (1946) was carried out and validated on a second
group of 140 women subjects. The 40 highest and the 40
lowest on the A-S scale were subjected to the same procedures.
This confirmed and augmented the previous study.
Retchard. (1948) compared the Rorsohachi of a group of
15 college women who showed prejudice against various
minority groups to a group of 15 non-prejudiced college
women. The most significant difference between the two
groups was that the prejudiced subjects showed on an
16.
averag. less interest in thinking and less capacity for
•wpa.thy and insight..
One of the moat ooiapreh.nsive studies in recent years
is that of A4oruo it a].. (1950), which is mentioned in
the introduction. This study confirmed many previous
studies and stimulated further research on authoritarianism.
Starting out to measure anti-semitism, they extended the
scope of the study aml investigated what they called the
ant i-democrat 1.0" personality • They Constructed scales for
the measurement of anti-semitism (A-3), general ethnocentrism
(E), potential. fascism (7), aid politico-eoonomie conservatism
(PEG). By means of these scales they differentiated between
subjects high end low in authoritarianism. The extreme
scorers at either end were then subjected to clinical
interviews, the Thematic Apperoeption test, and open-ended
projective questions.	 The authors obtained a wealth of
material too complel to condense here. The findings more
relevant to the present study indicated that authoritarian
personalities have a tendency to b. rigid, extraceptive,
repressed, conforming, st.r.otypical in their thinking.
and intolerant of ambiguity.
Although this study is a brillia44i3ontributiOfl to -1
social attitudes, it only considers one dimension, that is,
persona falling within the tough-minded conservative
quadrant. Those falling within the tough-minded radios].
17.
quadrant are not considered and this leaves ths picture
Somewhat trioomplet•. It is intezed that the present
study will remedy this defeat and thus complete th.
picture.
A description of the authoritarian character structure
is given by Maslow (1943). Other writers who dealt with
authoritarianism arid influenoed the California writers
are Froma (1941), Erikeon (1942), Chtshola (1946), and Reich
(1946).
It is rather interesting to note a study reported by
Rofstsetter (1952) in which he concludes there is rio
justification for olatain the existence of a type such as
the 'authoritarian" per3ona]tty. H. bases his conclusions
on a questionnaire containing 19 items, among thea ix of
which, h. says, can be supposed to elicit either aritt)egro
or anti-Jewish prejudice. Th, remainder was a sampl• of
poljtioo-econoaio propoattion	 (In actual fact there wers
7 riot 6 it.ais on Jews and Megroes. The seventh item was
on intermarriage between J•ws and Gentiles but turned out
to have a low loading on the antt .s.mlttsm factor). The
questionnaire was filled in by 187 respondents. A factor
analysis of the items revealed five largely independent
factors I. Anti-Negroisa, XI. £ntt-Suttt$a, III. Mattorial
pride, IT. Puritanism, V. Stat.sooia1ism.
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Hofetsetter's ooriolusion appears to be rather
sweeping oonside;ing the fact that nothing whatsoever was
known about the 187 respondents except that they wer. not
legroes. Jewish persons were not excluded and the
proportion of J•ws in the sample was not known. Further-
more, he states that in ml]. probability there was a high
percentage of Catholics in the sample.
A, second criticism of his interpretation is that
although many etudes ha y, reported a positive correlation
between antt-egro and anti-jewish sentiments, including
Adorno'e, it by no means precludes the possibility of
persons who are Low on anti-semitism being high on anti-
negro prejudioe. Although Prothr'o (1952) found a correlation
of .49 between attitudes towards Jews and ?4egroes he also
found a high percentage of his sample were Low on genera].
ethnocentrism but high on the anti-negro scale. Prejudice
is often irrational and inconsistent and is frequently
focused on minority groups who happen to be predominant
in the culture and close at hand. The difference in the
Adorno and Hofstaetter results may be due to a sampling
difference and also to the fact that in California there
is a high percentage of both Jewish persons and J.groes.
Levineon who constructed the California E aid A-S
scales points out that anti-semitism, while it is •sssiitiaily
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a facet of a broader ethnocentric pattern, may
nevertheless have certain independent determinants of
its own.	 oththg so perfect as a ene-tei* relation-
ship exists between these two attitudes. Purthermor.,
since Hofstaetter's •oa].e only included six items from
the final E scale, it is incorrect for hiia to generalize
from his findings to those of Adorno. At least from the
data at haul, his conclusion is unwarranted.
Gough (1951) tested 27]. high school seniors using
the California E and F scales arxt a soolal intolerance
soa1e He found subjects with high E and F scores to
have more hostile and conventional opinions, in general.
The more anti .'seiaitio subjects tended to be more conservative,
less open-minded, more chauvinistic, and more conventional.
Sarnoff (1951) investigated personality correlates of
anti-semitism in 100 Jewish male subjects using the Thematic
Apperoeption and Sentence Completion tests. He found that
Jewish antisemites are persons who take in, rather than
project outward, destructiv, attitudes. In other words,
Jewish anti-semitism is regarded as a symptom of
identification with the aggressor just as non-Jewish anti-
semitism is conceived of as a symptom of projection by
the aggressor in the Irenkel - Erunewik framework.
Sarnoff found his anti-semitic subjects had more
negative and fewer positive attitudes towards the parents
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aM themselves, aM to be more frequently passive in
the face of interpersonal hostility.
Courtney .t a]. (1952) explored the authoritarian
personality as found in a group of German students studying
in the United States, by means of an authoritarian-equal i-
tarian scale (&-E.
	 The descriptive characteristics
of these two 'oups have their origins in the th.oretioal
analyses of !roaia (1941) aM (1947), Mas]ow (1943), aM
Adorno et a]. (1950). The findings follow along the lines
of the Adorria study and essentially confirm them. The
authoritarian is more concerned with power relationships
than is the equall.tarian. His interest in obedienc. to
the moral. laws which provide him with a more structured
universe is evinced. Th, authoritarian is mainly concerned
with that part of reality which is of immediate psychological.
concern. His need for immediate satisfaction is congruent
with his impatienc. with democratic processes. The
authors feel thatthe A-E scale would be just al effective
in predicting relevant specific attitudes for at least
all people of Western culture,
In a study of persona]. values as factors in anti-
Semitism, Evans (1952) using 169 Michigan $tate College
students found that the more anti-semitic subjects had
value patterns in order of dominance of politioal,eoonomic,
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religious, social, theoretical and aesthetic; whereas
the low scorers on anti-sem.ttirna favoured aesthetic,
social, religious, theoretical, economic and political
value patterns.
Prothro (1952) using a group of 383 Louisiana adults
investigated attitudes toward the Negro and to other
minorities with a view to determining whether those
3outheners who kre anti-negro are also generally ethno-
centric. He found a correlation of .49 between attitude
towards the Negro and attitude towards the Jew.. This
correlation is similar to the one obtained by Prothro and
Jensen (1950) with 642 Louisiana college students. It is
considerably lower than the .74 which Adorrio found between
their anti-semitism scale and the anti-negro subsoale.
However, ensen points out that a large proportion of the
sample was low on general ethnocentrism but definitely anti-
negro. He concluded that situational and cultural factors
may be of major import in shaping specific prejudices.
?ird et a]. (1952) tested 146 white fai1ies and found
a correlation of .5 for mothers and .60 for fathers
between attitudes towards Negroes and attitudes towards
Jews.
3cod•] and Mussen (1953) on a group of 27 high scorers
and 27 low scorers on the California 1 scale paired a high
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subject with a low subject of the same sex aid instructed
them to carry on a 20 aimite discussion of radio, television,
aid movies. The purpose of the experiment was disguised
from the subjects aid the subjects were not previously
acquainted. Th. authors fouM that the authoritarian
inidividusi. was not as keenly aware of the •abtional. aid
social attitudes of others with whom he has brief aid
casual contact, that he tenis to think of people in
rigidly stereotyped categories such as ingroup or outgroup
membership. His own security is deperdent on his ingroup
status aid loss of such status is threatening. His approach
to others is conventional, rion"personalied. aid essentially
lacking in insight.
Eriksen aid Etsensteln (1953) report a study on
personality rigidity. They use the term TM rigidity'1 in a
dynamic or adaptive sense which is almost identical, with
Trenkel - Pruns'wilt's concept of tolerance versus intolerance
of ambiguity. The sample consisted of 33 male university
eudents. The battery included a special form of the
Rorsehach, the Luohins arithmetic test of Einetellung
rigidity, aid a shortened form of the Ethnocentrism scale.
The results irdicate that subjects high in ethnic prejudice
offer fewer recognition hypotheses to ambiguous stizai]i.
o significant relation was fourd between the RorschaOh
measure of rigidity aid ethnic prejudice. The correlation
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between ethnocentrism aml problem-solving was -.06.
This, of course, does not confirm Rokeach's study (see
Section 4). The discrepancy may be due to a differeno.
in population or to a sampling fluctuation.
XII. IOLER410E OF AMBIGUITY.
Freik-Brznlw1k. (1948) states that rigidity and
intolerance of ambiguity cover r.lated personality trends.
"Tolerance vs. intolerance" of ambiguity is one of the basio
variables in both the emotional and cognitive orientation
of a person toward life. The individual intolerant of
ambiguity tends to resort to "black-white" solutions, and
to arrive at prematur, closure as to valustive aspects
often at the neglect of reality. H. is disposed to think
in rigid categories and to use dichotomies rather than
continue in his evaluations. H. cannot face Wambival.noeW
which is emotions.]. ambiguity. Any unstructured situation
precipitates emotions ranging from uneasiness to anxiety.
This conflict or anxiety can be reduced by rigid diohoto-
atzation.
TrenkelBrunswik indicates that the bokground of
the problem of ambiguity is related to knowledge supplied
by psychoanalysis in connection with the development of
the concept of WambivalenoeW , as defined by the co-existence,
in the same individual, of love - and hate - cathexis
towd the same object. The reader is referred to Frnk•l-
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!runewtk (1940) ant (1948.) for the psychoanalytical
aspect of the problem in greater detail.
In the iiatn. the Prenkel-Prunswit studies dealt
vid.ata collected from 1,500 public school children,
•lev.n to sixteen years old. With 120 of thee, subjects,
representing the extremes of prsjudio. ant of freedom from
prejudice, mor• intensive studies were conducted in terms
of individual intervi.'ws ant projeotive tests. The parents
of the children interviewed were likewise visited ant
interviewed. These experiments are reported in Bruner
ant Ireoh (1949).
One of the first studies carried out was a memory
experiment. The task was to recall a story dealing with
school children's attitudes towards newcomers, stressing
aggressiveness vs. friendliness ant protectiveness. Of
the eleven children introduced in the story Only One is a
Negro am! one is Jewish. The high prejudiced children
mentioned the )1.gro boy significantly more often in an
unfavourable context than did the less prejudiced. The
negative characteristics ascribed to him were subjective
elaborations on the part of the subjects concerned, sines
practically no information was given about him in the story.
The negativistic tendency in the distortion of story
content on the part of the highs was not limited to the
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description of this particular boy with his minority Status.
The prejud toed chttdr.n tended generally to recall a hipier
ratio of undesirable over desirable characteristics. On
the on. band they were rigidly sttmulus u'bour4, y.t at
the same time they tended to ignor, those stiilus elements
which were in conflict with hypotheses onc. formed.
Further studies were carried out using 40 of the 120
ortinal extreme scorers in a group of .xperiaants in
perception proper which were fr.. of social aid •iaotional
load irig.
In one experiment the subjects were shown a series of
pictures of a dog which changed into a cat in transitional
stages. At every stag. the subjects were asked to identify
the object on a given card. The prejudiced group tended
to bc]A on longer to the first object aid to respond more
slowly to the changing sttaa]t. There wa$ great reluctance
to give up th. original object about which one had felt
relatively certain aid a tendency not to see what did not
barmontie with the first set.
In a further experiment in which One after another in
a progressive series of hues was to be named, Frenkel-
}runswtk states that she gained the impression that
pr.judioe4 subjects again perseverats longer than the
unprejudiced, in this Gass with a gtv.n colour tera conceive
of fewer aid cruder steps along the seals, or tend toward
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One-dimensional rather than more complex systems of
olassifloat ion. The results of this experiment so far
are not conclusive.
Another experiment along the general line of the dog-
oat piotuea was conducted.
	 tumbers were used rather than
objects, thus reductng the possibility of involvement with
content. These numbers gradually emerged in a series of
pictures from an ambiguous background. Two differeTlo.s
between the highs and the lows were significant at the
1. per cent ].l of confidence. One was the relatively
slew recognition of numbers emerging from iuiiatinotness.
the other the relatively slow recognition of numbers changing
from other numbers, by the ethnocentric group.
A further experiment related the Oonoept of intolerance
of ambiguity to a reluctance to think in terms of probabili"
ties and a preference to escape into whatever seemed d.fintt.
and therefore safe. A long series of pictures of white and
negro children was presented azid the subjects were asked to
state in each case, whether they were dull or bright looking.
After each response, the supposedly correct answer was given
by the experimenter. For half of the children 75 per cent
of the whites aM 25 per cent of the !4egroes were deeigiiated
as 0bright, and the rest as'dull", and vies versa for the
other half of the children. A preliminary inspection of
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the data shows that the ohildrefl extremely Low on prejudice
caught on to the probability Learning situation more
readily than those high en ethnocentrism; the latter
tiMed to persist in their prsooriosptions, being less abl•
to absorb the general triM of the inforiation given.
The work of	 nkelPrunswi is important not only
for the formal principles which she has developed as uMer-'
lying the oonoept of intolerance of amb&uity, t*at also
because she has demonstrated a variety of possible ways of
attacking the problem experimentally. Many new treMs of
research followed her lead, details of whtoh are now
presented.
A study by Block aM Block (1951) tested the
relationship of an operational manifestation of intolerance
of ambiutty to ethnocentrism as measured by the California
E sOa]•. Following Sherif (1947) the autokinetia effect
• was utilized on 65 subeets who wer, requested to stat•
what distance the light moved. Short? found that in an
ambiguou. situation subjects gradually stabilized their'
judgements of a stlaalus. Internalized norms were
established which served aS the fralK of refGreno. for
later judgrts. Individuals who establish their norms
early are more intolerant of ambiguity or have a greater
r*ed to structure than indiyiduals who establish their
norms late.
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The Blocks hypothesited that the more ethnocentric
individuals would establish norms earlier than the less
ethnocentric individuals. The results support the
hypothesis. However 1
 th. relationship found, while
statistically significant, is prediotively weak.	 *
Fisher (1951) studied memory changes in 74 subjects
one half of wioin scored hii aid ore half low on ethno-
o.ntriem (E). The sam hypothesis was that the general
law of Pragnana applies to both th. more ethnocentric aid
the less ethnocentric people; that is, memory trao.s
become simpler aid more symmetrical uxaess personality aid
field dynamics preclude the operation of Pragnana .omewh.re
along the tim. coritimaus of remembering.
A further hypothesis was that the more ethnocentric
person is less able to withstand the course of Pragnana.
The author says, 5 1f simplification of a complex memory
trace occurs in images of social groups, it is possible to
thtrk that a strongly ethnocentric individual miit simplify
a complex configuration such as an individual who belongs
to a minority group •....... Thus th. minority group member
fits his group, aid his iulivtdua3. oharaoteriettc$ have
been forgotten while the groups oharaateristlos have become
pregnant in retention".
The subjects were given a diagru to draw aid after
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six weeks and spain in three months were asked to
reproduce the diaras from memory.
It was found a. hypothesized that the less ethnocentric
subject. were better able to "break the gestalt" and alter
the course of Prananz and Its properties.
Exploratory studies by Klein and øob1estner (1951)
eugested to them that the ease of experiencing apparent
movement depends upon one's tolerance for instability and
change in the stimulus field. The authors use the term
"fora-bourdedness" to refer to thos. with low tolerano•
for the ambiguous situation and "form-lability" to
desigriat. those who accept the compromis. more freely.
They hypothesized that the range of apparent movement
(Orlanaky's 1940 apparatus) is an index of the person's
readiness to accept a Compromise solution to a task in
visual organization. In other words, how well can he
tolerate an unstable or ambiguous state as a solution to
a perceptual problem. To test the gejera1ity of this
hypothesis the Rorschaoh and the apparent movement test
were administered to 20 subjects, who u€r. then divided
trite two groups of 10 each "fora-bourd" or hSforialabt1.W
on the basis of their Rorsohach protocols. The authors
found that th• form-bound x'oup had a more restricted
range on the apparent movement apparatus, and also showed
less ease of projection on the Roreohach. That 15, they
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were less able to "project", fantasize or tamper with
reality. Although th. above study does not relate
ethnoo.ntrism to intolerance of ambiguity, it is of
interest because it oonsiders the relation of the person's
perceptual. organization to his ego organization.
O'Connor (1952) investigated the relations between
abstract reasoning ability, ethnocentrism and intolerance
Of ambiguity. She administered a teat of syJJ.ogistio
reasoning, the California E scale a.rs1 walk's (1950)
unpublished 10 item questionnaire on intolerance of ambiguity
to 57 undergraduat. students in a clasa"rooa setting,
Results of this study indicate that etbnosntrism is
associated with intolerance of ambiguity; and, ethnocentric
people have more difficulty in reasoning abstractly than
leze prejudiced people of comparable thtelligezioe. This
latter finding substanttates that of Rokeach (1951) and
Iutner (1950). However, not supported is renke1-runswjk's
(1949) finding that the olement in ethnocentrism related to
poor abetract reaonin is intolerance of ambiauity. O'connor
found that intolerano• of ambiguity is associated with ;oor
ability to reason abstractly only if accompanied by
ethnocentrism. In other words, coricreteneel in orientation
and the inability to reason abstractly may be related to
some aspect of ethnocentrism other than intolerance of
ambiguity. However. th. author sugpests that possibly
the hypothesis was not adsquately tested by their' battery
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and that it should b. rstested using other asaaur•s.
ly. RZIDZt'Z.
The review of studies of intoleranc. of ambiguity
leads us naturaUy into th. field of rigidity. In rigid
personal.ties normal reaction is inhibited. Because of
'their intolerance of ambiguity &rid the need to keep th.fr
•nvironaent structured th.y react in a rigid manner.
Rigidity I.. a phenowenon which we often west in
patholo, but Goldstein (1943) say. that normal individual.s
may also exhibit rigidity under certain conditions, namely
in performances beyond their capacities.
however, Rokeach (1.948) 1g. 268 cit.. data indicating
that intelligence arid rigidity are riot correlated.
£ good review of research dealing with personality
rigidity is given by Fisher (1948.49) arid orttiuee of the
concept of rigidity are given by Werner (1946) and Goldstein
(1943).
Aft.r the publication of the Authoritarian Personality
many studies followed relating rigidity to .thnoo.ntrl$a
or authoritarianism.
3ome studies already .1t.4 found ethnocentric individuals
to possess amongst other personality traits, some •vid.ne.
of rigidity. Reichard (1948) using the Roruchach found
th. pr.judio.d subj.ots to have a tendency towards rigidity
of behaviour, to be more inhibited and more compulsively
over-meticulous. Contrary to •xpeotatious they did not
show more stereotypy.
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Soodel au l4useen (1.953) and. Courtney et a]. (1952)
fouui that the authoritarians in their sample t.rd to
think of people in rigidly stereotyped categories.
These studies alt confirmed Adorno's finding that one
of the moat pervasive formal aspects of the personality
organisation of the extremely prejudiced individual was
his rigidity.
Several studies have been carried out using the water
jar test of Eiristellung rigidity. Luohins (1942) demon-
etrated the effect of frequency or repetition on rigidity.
He fourd that rigidity on critical problems could be
increased experimentally by giving siibjeote more problems
designed to establish a set. Luohina also showed that
groups solving the problems under speed conditions were
considerably more rigid than ths groups solving the problems
under normal conditions.
Rolceach (1950) also tested the hypothesis that if more
time is allowed tO perceive the problem, it will result in
decreases in rigidity. lour experimental groups,subjsoted
to delays of 10, 20, 30 ard 60 seconds respectively, had
increasing opportunities to perceive the problems presented.
The hypothesis was confirmed.
Rokeach (1948) again using the Zinetellung method
compared two groups, of whoa 27 scored high ard 27 low on
the' California E scale. He d•monatrated that high-prejudiced
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individuals who are rigid in solving specific social.
probisas also show up as rigid in solving non-social
problems. He confirmed his tiMings in a parallel.
experiment using simp].. maps instead of the arithmetical
problems.
Theretioal considerations of these earlier studies
led Rokeach (1951) to the hypothesis that the attitudes of
hi-prejudiced individuals towards various social groups
are wore frequently organized in terms of concrete social
objects;while the attitudes of low-prejudiced individual$
ars more frequently organized in terms of the abstract
principles for which various groups stand.
Using the 10 item E soa].e of L.evineon (1949), 144
subjects were asked to define 10 concepts such as Buddhism,
Capitalism, Catholicism, etc. Jive were religious concepts,
and five were political-economlo concepts. Subjects falling
within the lowest prejudice quartile gave somewhat more
abstract definitions, more reification definitions and less
concrete definitions than did subjects falling within the
remaining three quartiles. The results were statistically
significant for the 10 concepts taken together, and. for
the five religious concepts separately.
Xutrier (1950) found prejudiced subjects t.M to show
rigidity in problem solving. They are also less adept at
forming the concept o size as a basis for grouping objects
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and at roasoning deductively in problems in which ther.
is more than one correct answer.
Also using the arithmetical technique Shrier aid
Boyd (1948) report a significant multiple correlation of
.556 between rigidity measures obtained by analysts of
the Bender-Gestalt aid the Etnatellung method. This
has important clinical implications for measuring rigidity
objectively.
Aft investigation by Coven aid Thompson (1951) considered
the relation between rigidity as evidenced by the
Zinstellung method aid certain other phases of the irdividu"
al's personality structure as measured by'the Bell Personality
Inventory, the California test of Personality, the Rorsohach
aid ratings by judges. The sample consisted of 93 eighth
grade pupils. They oonoludöd that rigidity as contrasted
with fLexibility appeared to be related to limited
productivity aid imaginativeness, diminished resourcefulness,
inability to perceive complex relationships aid to integrate
constructively; am inability aid hesitancy to enter
psychologically new situ&tiorm aid a terdenoy to "leave
the field" when th. going gets difficult. They ooncluded
that rigidity is a general factor in personality organization
and functioning.
Coven (1952) using three groups of 25 subjects each,
subjected each group to various degrees of psychological
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stress, the assumption being that increasing stress will.
elicit increasing amounts of problem-solving rigidity.
They concluded that th. hypothesis was tenable.
Frenkel-Drunswi (1948b) in a clinical study of 80
subjects comprising 40 extremely hii scorers ar4 40
extremely Low scorers on th• California E S0a].e founi that
one of the scoring categories which proved differentiating
in distinguishing the two extremes was that of "rigidity"
vs. "fl.exibility". This was borne out in the use of the
Rorsohach ari the Thematic Apperoeption test as well as in
the clinical interviews.
Mention should be made of an early exploratory study
by Stagner (1936) on Fascist attitudes. A questionnaire
was devised by choosing statements from current newspaper
editorials or by constructing statements which the author
felt represented the core of German or Italian fascism.
The list was given to 224 college students with true-
false instructions. Results on individual, items showed
that the pro-fascist student neither favoured a totalitarian
state nor was conscious of middle-class interests. He felt
antagonistic to liberal or radical measures favouring the
lower classes ari was nationalistic in sympathies.
A further study was carried out, 5tagner (1936a),using
18 of the best items from the above mentioned preliminary
scale, These were mixed with 18 buffer items. 200 students
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arid 400 adu1t filled in the que.tioniaire. Item were
w.1gted for dtaiostto value in soortn!.
The factors of age, e.x, arid intelligence were not
fouzid to be significant. Among the economic factors, a
curvilinear relation between family income arid faeaisa was
found, the greatest liberalism' occurring among members of
families receiving ,Ø 1000 to% 2000 per year.
Disapproval of as1 Germar was so widespread that no
reZation to faseismi was fourxl, but approval of Soviet Russia
directly followed liberal attitudes. The author warns
against the danger of measuring stereotypes to which
particular emotional values have been attached.
'7.
CHAPT 111.
The Pot,ulat4Qn $tud led aid Instruments Used.
A. The Experimental Population.
There are three main groups to whoa the battery of
tests was administereds a oontrot a oomainist, aid a
fascist group. All the subjects who took part in this
investigation were non-Jewish, English speaking males aid
members of the working-class by occupation. 	 Information
was obtained as to their ape, occupation, nationality aid
political affiliation.
The Control rou.
The control, group was made up of 97 soldiers who
partiipated in a study at the Maudaley Hospital flve
of theme were unable to do the arithmetic calculations on
one of the rigidity tests 4 four belonged to the middle-'clasi,
one proved to be psychotic aid did not complete the battery
aid one further subject did not complete the entire battery.
These eleven were dropped from the sample. This left 86
which comprised the control group.
The ages ranged from 19 to 36 years with a mean age of
aid a stamlard deviation of 2.7.
None of the control group was a member of the Communist
or Fascist party. On analysis of political, affiliation
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it was fouth that 58.14% were socialIsts, 17.44% conservatives,
3.49% liberal, aM 20.93% wer, neutral politically, This
is roughly rrepres.ntative of working-class voting
bihaviour, according to the British Institute of Public
Opinion.
The Coiniainiet GroUt,.
The conuminist group was made up of 43 male, working-&
class subjects, aU. active members of the Oonuminist Party.
Jewish perSons were excluded from the saaple beoaus• of the
anti-semitic iteiLa in the Ethnocentrism scale which makes
it invalid for Jewish ' subjects.
3ome of the àominunist group were tests at the Comimanhet
holiday school during the surnmer. 3oae leads were obtained
ther. which resulted in other members of the Party being
tested. Further oonta3ts were made through attending
meetings until eventually the 43 subjects used in the
investigation were obtained.
In actual fact 61 members of the party *eri teste&,but
seven of these had to be discarded because they were
Jewish, aid eleven because they belonged to the middle
class.
Couimanist subjects were not available just for the
asking but with some persistence enough subjects were
found who cooperated willingly. 3ome r.fusals were
encountered because the members did not believe in psycho-
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logical testing. Zubjeots were told that the purpoa
of the investigation was to study social insight. It
mzst be admitted that availability of subjects aid
anticipated cooperation played some part in their selection.
For this reason the sampl. of communists may not be
entirely representative, but it is not thought that any
serious bias was introduced.
Th. age of the subjects raiiged from 22 to 39 years,
with a mean age of 26 aid a staulard deviation of 3.5.
The mean age of this group is slightly higher than that
of the control group. Eys.nok (1951) fouid that age was
only slip!htly correlated with either R. or 'I. aid it 15
felt that the groups were matched closely enough for age.
"she Peoet(rouj.
The fascists were the most difficult of all the groups
to obtain. There was no question of having to exclude
Jewish subjects, but the actual namber of Fasaists in the
Lordon area i.a riot large, probably only nimbering about
400 or less. At first the Fascists were very resisterit
to intrusion by someon. with whom they were not tsiliar.
?early 100 y seist meet1ms were attended extending over
a period of five months. During this time the writer
steadily gained their confidenee until eventually a sample
of 46 ha& been tested. Three of thes. were femal. aid
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had to be discarded. ?ut since they offered to be
tested it was deemed advisable to do so since refusal.
might arouse suipia ion. The real purpose of the
investigation was dilguised by telling the subjects that
it was a study of public opinion on questions that are
commonly heard disoussed over the radio aid read about
In newspapers.
The age range of this group was 22 to 45 with a mean
age of 28.6 aid a standard deviation of 3.9. Their mean
age is slightly above that of the Comaznist group.
Z4az hours were spent with various members of the
group in a social situation, almost akin to an interview
situation. Here long discussions took place aid much
valuable information was obtained. Llthough this
information is of a subjective nature, it ii rather inter-
siting in itself aid suests further hypotheses which will
be discussed in a later chapter.
As with the Communists, subjects were selected partially
on the basis of availability aid anticipated cooperation.
Ilevertheless, the same criteria applied, I.e. non-
Jswish melee, members of the working-class and active
members of th. party. It ii definitely felt that the
subjects used form a fairly representative sampl, of the
male members of the Fascist party in London.
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The Administration of the tests.
The battery of tests was adiLtniatered individually
to each subject in a testing period which lasted approxi-
mately two aid one half hours. The tests were always
administered in the same order aid included a smoking
break before the administration of the Thematic Apperoeption
Test which wal th. final test in the battery.
The greatest care was taken to make expression of the
subjects attitudes as tree aid as uninhibited as possible.
?hey were assured of complete anonymity and reassured that
their names were not needed aid not wanted. Th. subjects
were told that even the investigator would not know what




Murphy et al (1937) states, "If conditions of secrecy
end preferably anonymity are observed, there is mon reason
to expect tree aid complete expression of attitudes through
words thus treed from social pressure than from behaviours
which are Open to all behoJ.ders."
It seems reasonably certain that the subjects responded
with a high deee of honesty on the attitude scales.
A description of th. tests in the battery follows
this section.	 . copy of each test (with the exception of
the T.A.T.) and the instructions will be found in AppendiX 0.
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he Eattery of Tests.
£ brief description is given below of the battery
of tests aid the variables selected. for the urrv.stigation:
Radical isin'Oons ervati am and Tough'minded - .xz1er-miz ed 3oa1•
This is a 60 item attitude scale containing 16 items
measuring R aid 32 items measuring?. This scale waS
originally constructed by Eyaemk (1947) aid (195].) aid
more recently has been 1.nkthened aid meAe more reliable
byMelvin (1953).	 The scales can each be subdivided
into two parallel, forms of 8 aid 1,6 items respectively1
in order to obtain evidence regarding its reliability.
The correlation between R. aid T. is effectively equal to
zero.
The aub3eot is asked to mati the Statements as follows i-
	
++	 if you strongly agree with the statement.
	
+	 If you agree on the whole.
	
0
	 if you cannot decide for or against, or it
you think the question is worded in such
a. icay that you cannot giv, an anawer.
if you disagree on the whole.
	
- -
	 if you strongly disagree.
The scoring key will be found in the Appendix (0). The
R. aoa].e is scored in such a way that if the subjects'
11Rad lea], I sa-Coriservati ma aid Tough-minded -Thrder-ldirded will
hereafter be I.signated ty R. aid T. respectively.
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response agr.•s with the boring key, he reo.tv.s or
point, if it disagrees it is disregarded. Thus, a soars
can range from 1. to L6. A. low score irdicates ooriservatism,
a high score radicalism.
The 1'. seal. is scored in a similar fashion with soores
ranging from]. to 32. £ low score irdicatea tomird.dness,
ani a hth score terder-'nijndedn.es.
The reliabilities of the R ant T scales were fount by
the Splithalf technique using the parallel forms. After
correction by the Spearman".Brown formula, the coefficients
of reliability were as follows:-
Coaainists.	 ?asoiet.	 Normals.
R.	 .648	 .857	 .853
r.	 .947	 .904	 .887
The California thnoontr1ein oa1e CE)
This is a 20 item-attitude scale constructed by Levinson
(1949) containing six items dealing with J.ws, six with
Negroes, ant eight with other aLtnorities ant Patriotism.
As the E soal• was originally drawn up in AraeriOa two
questions had their worathg changed appropriately to suit
English oorilitions, viz., Anierioa" was changed to Great
Britain.
The Likert (1932) method of scaling was used. There
ar. six choices of reSponse for each item, ranging from
strong agreement (+3) to strong disagreement (3), with no
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w neutralw
 category. Since higher scores were irit.riled
to express increasing ethnocentrism, mU responses wer.




	2 m2poirita	 +2 EpoXnts
	
-I. 3pointl	 +3 Tpoints
Four points were assigned to a "don't know" category.
There is a shorter version of this soale, the ten
item E scale. Bt the longer form was used in this
investigation because it is more reltab].. and covers in a
more systematic fashion various aspects of ethnocentric
ideology. Th. reported split-half reliability of the
loner form is .91.
From the 20 items, the total. scores can range between
20 points (1 point on each item indicating strong anti'-
ethnocentrism) aid 140 points (7 points on each item
indicating strong ethnocentrism).
Tbe California FactsA 5ca]. (7).
This is a 30 item attitud. scale constructed by'
Adorxio et ml (1950) to meaaur• potential. for fascism; in
other words, antidemocratia tendencies. The questionnaire
dealt in general with conventionalism, .uthoritaitian
submission aid agession, anti-intraception, superstition
and sterlotypy, power, d*struotiveness and cynicism.
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£6 in the E scale one it.is had its wording changed
to suit Erplish aor1ition$.
The instructions to the subjects are identical, to
those of the E scale ard responses are scored in the saze
manner.
Thus for the 30 items scores can range from 30 to 210.
Reported reliability of the F scale is .90.
DoR-Cat Test_of Intoleranoeof Amb$I1ity.
This is a new perceptual test devised by th. writer
using a suggestion of Frenkel-Brunawik's which is reported
in Bruner and Er'eoh (1949). It is a series of eight
pictures of a dog changing into a oat in transitional
stages. The theory behind the test 15 that subjects who
are intolerant of abigu1ty will respond more slowly to
the changing stinult aril will cling to the peroept of the
dog even when the picture begins to look Like a cat.
Persons who are intolerant of ambiguity have a need to
structure their envtrorun.nt and in an ambiguous situation
such as in this test, they should show greater raluotano.
to giv, up the original picture of the dog about which th.y
felt relatively certain.
The instructions to the subject wer.s-
"This is a series of pictures of a dog changing into
a cat. I want you to tell me when you think It is a
The cards were then placed in front of the subject pus by
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one until he said he thought it was a oat. The subject
did not know how many ptoturee were in the series. In
actual fact, card number 5 looks wore like a oat than a
do!, so that a subject who does not say it is a oat until
card 6, 7, or 8, receives a high score indicative of
intolerance of ambiguity.
The pictures are of the type found In chiLdren's
magasines, but were sufficiently well drawn by the artist
so that they possessed face validity. (See Appendix 0).
Luohins A.ntt)metio west.
This is the water jar test of EinsteUung rigidity,
a modification of a technique used by L.uohins (1942). The






The jars when full hold exactly the number of gaLlons as
Indloated on the label. The problem is to manipulate
the water from one jar to another in order to get the
number of gallons in one container as indicated by the
"Get 6 ".	 Thus, by filling up the jar labelled 7
from the jar labelled' 13 you would have 6 gallons lett in
that container, 2... 13 - 7 • 6.
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Then follows a control problem for the subject to do
himself. The control problem has three jars but the
subj.ot is told that he can use two or three, he doesn't







This control problem must be solved by the subject
by the direct aM simple method involving only one
manipulation, that 1.5, 23 3 • 20.
Then follows a three jar example solvable only by the
oomplexmethd,3l6l-4-4 = 22 (A20).
Thn there ar. two set problems solvable only by th.
complex method as illustrated above, aM d.signed to
establish the set. Then follow five critical, problems
solvable either by the same 6oniplex method used in the set
problem, or by the direct aM simple method involvtn only
one manipulation. Persistence in the more complex
solution in the critical problems was considered iMioative
of rigidity, sinàe a simpler aM more direct solution was
available.
roth the simple aM the complex method of solving the
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problems were illustrated and subjects were told that
they could use two or three jars in the solution.
The solutions of all subjects wer, scored with respect
to two criteria - the first that there be no mathwatioal.
errors in any of the solutions; aid second, that the
direct aid simple solution be given for the control problem.
The first of these conditions was invoked so as to ensure
an equal set building period for each of the subjects, that
is, equal strength of set. me second criterion ensured
that Einstellung solutions to the critical problems might
be attributed to the set induced, rather than to an original
bias toward the complicated solution. Scores ranged from
0 to 5, one point being scored for each critical problem
solved by the complicated method.
Rokeach Social Maps Teet.
This is a test of rigidity measured by a spaoial
technique rather than by an arithmetic one. It is a
parallel experiment to the Luchins test described above, aid
was designed by Rokeach (1c48). ?'wo explanatory problems
were demonstrated but rio control problem was used because
experiments by Rokeach showed that the use of a control
problem generally prevented the later establishment of a
set. To establish a set, five simple maps, ill identical
except for street names, were presented fcr ].5 seconds each.
Each of these mapS contain a diagonal pathway which is of
no help in reaohtri the goal. After each map was presented
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the subject was asked to describe how to go from the
southwest corner to the northeast corner. Then followed
five critical problems identical wtth the previous problems,
except that the diagonal pathways are usable as short-outs
in reaching the goal. Examples of these maps viii. be
four in the Apperdix (a).
Th. theory of rigidity behird this test is the same
as for the arithmetical technique.
If the subject persists in using the long route to
get from one corner to another instead of utilizing the
diagonal short-cut in the critical problems, he is behaving
in a rigid manner. He scores one point for each solution
by the long route. Scores range from zero to five.
Rokeaoh (1948) quotes two studies to show that results
obtained are riot due to a general intelligence factor rather
than to a general rigidity factor. This point will be
discussed further in the chapter on Discussion of Results.
California Rigidity
This is an inventory constructed by Sanford (1951) to
measure rigidity in personal habits aid ways of thinking
about people. This questionnaire contains 22 items aid
the subject I.e asked to say whether he thinks eaGh item is
tru. or false. He is asked to answer the questions as
truthfully as possible; there are no right or wrong answers.
fwenty-on. of the questions score one point each if
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answered "true", aid the remaining question scores o
point if answered "false" • Scores range from zero to
twenty-two with a high score denoting rigidity aid a low
soor. flexibility,
Th. reported re3.iability of the scale is .85.
Intolerance of Ambtiuity Quettormati.
This is a 14 item questionnaire devised by the writer.
The items were such that by hypothesis aid psychological
experience they could be regarded as measuring intolerance
of ambiguity.
These items were included in the Sanford rigidity
inventory as questions 23 to 36, aid thus th. same
instructions applied, that is, the subject was requested to
say whether the item was true or false as applied to himself.
For 13 of these items a "true" answer scored one point,
aid on the remaining item an answer of "false" received one
point. Scores ranped from 0 to 14 with a high score
irdicating intolerance of ambiguity.
There are no data on the reliability of this
qustiormaire, but fow' post-graduate students in psychology
who were familiar with th• concept of intolerance of
ambiguity agreed that all items appeared to measure the
concept. Th. test was later validated by the results of
the present study.
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hernatic M peroeptton rest.
The thematic Apperoeption Test (T.A.T.) developed
by Morgan aM Murray (1935) is a well-known projeotive test
so that only a brief description is necessary here. The
procedure is merely that of presenting a series of pictures
to a subject aM encouraging him to tell stories about them,
inventing on the spur of the moment. These stories reveal
to the trained interpreter some of the dominant drives,
emotions, sentimente, complexes aM conflicts of the subject's
personality. Special. value resides in its power to expos.
the uzer1ying inhibited teulenoiee which the subject is
not willing to admit, or oannot admit beoause he is
unconscious of them.
In each suocieeding year since the publication of this
test there has been an increasing inamber of research studies
aimed at demonstrating its reliability aM validity. A.
few of these are Rotter (1946), Rapaport it a]. (1946),
Rosenaweig (1949), Herry (1947), 8t.in (1943), aM Valentine
aM Robin (1950).
!efore the pictures are presented to the subject, he
is given the following instructions:-
"This is a test of imagination, one form of intelligence,
You are going to be shown a series of pictures. I want you
to tell, a story about each picture, telling what is
happening in the picture; what events led up to it; aM
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how it will turn out - in other words, a complete story,
the picture being an illustration to the story. lou will.
have about f lv. minutes for each picture. Speak your
thouphti as they come to your mind. Her. is the first
picture."
Each of the ten cards was presented in turn and the
story recorded verbatim by the investigator, using a kind
of shorthand, so that every word th. subject Spoke was
taken down. The subject was always left free to invent
his own story with no suggestions or remarks from the
examineD. Instructions of Murray (1943) were followed.
The pictures used: —
The following ten cards were used, 4, 6 EM, 7 EM,
10, 11, l2N, 15, 16, 18 EM, aM 19. Seven of these
pictures contained at least one male figure which would
call for a story of masculine identification. The remaining
three cards, 11. 19, and 16, ha y, no human fiRures. Card
11 shows .a road skirting a deep chasm between high cliffs.
On the road in the dietanos are very obscure figures.
Protruding from the rocky wall on one side is the long head
and neck of a dragon. Card 19 is a weird picture of cloud
formation overhanging a snow-covered cabin in the country.
Card 16 i the blank card.
These last three cards were selected because they are
more aznbiuoue than the cards oontaininR human figures. It
was hoped to obtain some ratinrr for the subject on
5,.
intolerance of ambiguity on these cards. Methods of
hardltng the stories by •auh group were investigated.
It was thouit that the tin pictures selected would
give the mexiiia amount of pertinent material in approxi-
iaately one hour's testing time.
The T.A..T. stories wers scored according to Sanford's
revised Murray need-press system. The 58 variables fall.
trite two groups, those that represent the direction of
activity of the characters within the story ai1 those that
denote environmental (personal or physical) influences that
act upon these characters. The former variables (30) are
termed "need" variables, the latter "press" variables (28).
In a particular story, the hero's behaviour is noted by
use of the proper need variable preceded by an "ri". Reference
to activity from external sources imposed upon the hero is
noted by use of a press "p" variable. Secondary characters
or oentral figures in the story who are openly rejected by
the story-teller, and whose actions are not directed toward
the hero, (the central fi!ure) are termed "objects" and
their behaviour 15 recorded by use of need variabt.s,preo.ded
by the notation "on" • Similarly, environmental impositions
upon these characters are referred to by use of object
press "op" variables.
Each story is analyzed separately and every variable
reflected in the •tory oonterit is noted and given a value
of 1. to 5 depertng on the strength, duration, intensity
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aid importance in the plot of that particular variable.
There are certain basic facts which the T.t.T. is not
d.ejned to reveal aid this information was obtained
directly from the subject after completion of the test
age, whether his parents are dead or separated, the ageS
a1 sexes of his •iblirs, his vocation aid his marital
statue.
Codes for scoring the projectii. protocols were
developed in order to obtain scores for each subject without
knowing to which group he belonged. A, rardois selection
of eighty-two of the protocols from the combined groups,
were resoored by a secord scorer for purposes of reliability
testing. The secoid scorer was a highly Competent post"
graduate student who had personally given aid scored over
100 T.A.T.'5. Slut (1941) fourd interpretation of T.4.T.'s
made iidep.idently by two examiners with a high percentage of
agreement to be quite satisfactory aid of high enough
reliability for the discrimination between groups. The interi
rater agreement in th. present study was consistently high
ranging from 84 to 9]. per cent for each of the stories.
Because some of the stories varied greatly in length.
the final score waS imiltiplied by Murray's (1943) correction
factor so that the subject's relative position on the
variable did not deperd more on the length of the story
rather than the content.
Of the 58 variables scored, 4 were sel.oted for
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statistical treatmento On 32 of the variables, thers
was no statistioaU.y significant difference between the
means of the groups; the remaining 22 variables were
either riot mentioned in the stories and consequently
received no score, or else were mentioned so rarely that
their inclusion was not warranted.
It the purpose of the test had been individual
diagnosis, all variables would b considered - but the
purpose of the present study was to consider the differences
between the groups and for this reason only the four
variab]ee which differentiated were selected. These
variables were need and object need dominance, and need
and objeot need aggression.
These variables wer, scored without subscribing to
any particular theory of drives. They were considered to
be attitudes or traits.
Dominance was defined ass To try to influence the
behaviour, sentiments, or ideas of others. TO work for an
executive position. To lead, manage, govern. To coerce,
or restrain.
Aggression was defined as: To hate, fight, or punish
an offence. To criticize, blame, accuse, or ridicule
maliciously. To injure or kill. Sadism. To fight against
legally constituted authorities. To pursue, catch or
imprison a criminal or enemy.
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Rev1eed ' Scale,
In order to investigat, the relative position of the
three 'oups on the ? scale apart from the issue of anti-
semitism, the ? scale was r.soored omitting questions 19
aM 46. Question 19 reads, Wfhere may be a few exceptions,
but in peneral, Jews are pretty imich alike"; question 46,
"Jews are as valuable ottisens as any other group."
Each of these questions 1. included in one of the
parallel forms of the scale so that the reliability of the
scale remains virtually unchanged. Th. reliabilities of
the parallel forms of the revised T scale were as follows:-
Comxm.tnists. 	 Paso i ste	 ormals.
.930	 .89].	 .87].
Emphas 800re,
This is a score obtained by totalling for the 60 items
on the R T scale the number of times the subject marks his
answer either + + or - - , that is strong approval or
strong disapproval. The emphasis score is a measure of a
teMenoy to believe strongly tn the correctness of the
attitude held.
The odd-even method of correlation used for the
reliability aM corrected by the usual Spearsaan-!rown
forimila was:-





This completes the description of the battery of
tests az the variables selected for imlusion in the
statletiOa]. sLalysis.
£lthouph it !niht have been desirable, it was not
feasible within the scope of the present research to
administer an intelligence test to the groups. The battery
took a mininum of two ax4 one half hours to administer ard
with groups of this type it was necessary to keep it as
short as possible. However, through the facUlties of
the hospital it was possible to secure data on the nor.l




3tattsttoai. Prooeduree. the Data, grd a Re8um
S	 of the fixdtnpa.
A. Statistical. Proeedur.s.
It will be recalled that the hypotheses to be tested
were (a) that Fascists Lie in the touh-mir4ed conservative
quadrant, (b) that Ooinzaanists aid Fascists are equally
touth-min1ed, aid (a) that Comimanists aid Fascists have
loins authoritarian characteristics in common. It was
further proposed to investigate some of the personality
variables related totough-mizdednees.
For these purposes thre. groups comprising Comnuniets,
Fascists aid Iormala were given a ee]..oted battery of tests.
All responses were scored according to the nianual of
direction. aid subjected to statistical analysis in order
that differences aid similarities iaiight be demonstrated.
The statistical, procedures for each group were identical.
After all tests bad been scored, ixdividua]. raw scores for
each group on each variable were plotted in the terra of a
frequency distrjbation aid examined for normality. The
distributions were fourd to be sufficiently symmetrical aid
unimoda]. to warrant the assumption of normality.
An analysis of variance was performed on each of the
fifteen variables. In this teohnique,the nil]. hypothesis
is tested that the differences in the means are due only to
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ohano• fluctuations in random sampling. The hypoth.eis
is rejected should the F ratio reach beyond the .05 level.
of iirrifioanoe. 4eans and standard deviations were
computed on the troe groups. The variances were hoino-
ginous and, therefore, the total within group variance
was used for the error variance in the torDula for "ta
tests of eignlfioario..
WtW tests were oonduoted on the fourteen variables
with significant 1 ratios, between the Oomuaaniat and Fascist
groups, the Coiniminist and 1ormai, group., ani the irasoist
and Iormal groups.
Pearson product-moment oorrelattona on the 15 variables
were calculated for eaoh group separately to determine the
relattoiahip between the measures, These correlations
were tabled in three 15 X 15 matrices.
In order to simplify our data, reduce the variables
within the battery of tests, aid bring to light the main
lines of classification, the technique of factor analysis
was used,
A sepwate Thurstonian (1947) oentroid analysis was
carried out on each matrix of intercorrelatjcne. For the
estimation of the communality the largest correlation of
the column was inserted in the diagonal celL. The inter-
test correlations were factor analysed until fiv. factors
had been extracted in eaoh group. The fifth factor
residuals were then calculated.
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3ince the matrices were of unknown rank. five factors
were extracted, although it was riot d•.med that the last
factor would necessarily be significant. However, this
last factor was extracted fOr rotational freedom. To test
the significance of the fifth factor, the Guilford ar
Lacey (1947) teat of siçnlfioanoe was used. Their test
is based on a comparison of the product of the two highest
1oadina ani the 3.E. of zero R, that is i//i. If this
product exceeds the 3.. of zero R, they take the factor
to be significant. In all three groups the fourth factor
was significant, but not the fifth factor.
Because the T soale ar4 the revised T scale were scored
in the opposite direction to the other tests, the sign of
each factor loading in the rows containing? aM T' revised
were reversed to get a positive manifold,
When the oentroid factors had been extracted from the
three matrices, they were orthogonally rotated into simple
structure as defined by Thurstone (1947) aM as •uimarized
by Thomgon (1948).
n inspection of the rotated factor matrices of the
three group. showed that Thurstone's requir.aaents for simple
structure were met.
The first factor, identified as ¶', was rotated with
each of the remaining four factors in turn in order to
extract the maxinum amount of variance on this factor.
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Purther rotations wore carried out naking a total of siEht
rotations in the nornal group, aM six in each of the
•ther tWo groups until a psyohologioa117 aeaningfu]. result
as well as tinpie structure was obtained. Thiss rotations
can be seen in graphic torn in Appeiix A. Pigures i, Ii,
aM iii.
Rotation of Axes.
The? seals was the obvious refsr.m. vector for the
first factor () and rotations to It wore carried out as
follows.
Ooaxaintst GrOUp.
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(iii) E'	 "
	
a	 a	 a.'	 is
(jr) x	 30 ,0' it
plotting Z'. with I suggests a rotation of 39° 30 ' Ia.
to pass the axis through intolerance of ambigutt7 and thus
obtain a psychologically manivgful r.su1t; this, therefore.
was carried out next.
() I with X • 390 30 $	to give z ' arg z
ctting 1: ..r$ Ic and rotating 75 L also gives &
psyobologioally aaningful result and aazinizes the rber
of near zero ].oa*ling$ on
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(vi)	 with X • 75	 LI, to give K' aid
Faletit Oroup.
(1)	 X1 with I. , 150
(ii) N
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The factors in the three groups yen, then int.rpz.t.d
frea the final rotated fastor loadings. 	 h.'. loadings
ins plotted in graphie toni aid will, be fouid in Lppsuliz .
)oflowtng Thunstons' s (1938) proe.dure a proj.ation is
regarded as sero if it i within the isnge cf plus aid aluas
.20a aid ton th• purpos• of operationally d.finiug a factor,
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great.t w.iht is given to the.. proj.etiona whlah are
larger than .40.
P. The Data.
rh. results of the analyses of varianos ev.r the thr.•
groups on the fttte.n variables are suants.d in Tab].. I.
Table. of 7 ratios rs the degrees of fre.do sr$ 2 aid
169 as in the present instarioe give values of P greater than
2.99 as signiftoant at the .05 level ani values greater
than 4.6]. as significant at the .0] level. Fourteen of
the fifteen variables had signifisant F ratios.
Table It. presents th• results of tO tails'1 titests
of signttioam. between the 0enaanist ai4 Fascist groups on
the 14 variables with significant P ratios. With 85
degrees of freedea a. "t" •f 1.99 is significant at the .05
live]., aid a at" of 2.64 ii significant at the .0]. 1.v.1.
Two-tailed t"-t.sts between the Coazainists aid 4oraals
and the Fascists aid *oraals are shown in Tables III. aid IT.
respectively. WIth 128 degrses of fr..doa t of 1.98 i5
significant at the .05 ].ve]. of aenfidence aid a t of 2.62
is significant at the . level.
The inter-test sorrelattons of the Ooiiainist, Fascist,
aid orma1 groups are gtv.n In Tables V, Y]..axd VIZ.
respectively. 7or the Coisiatnist aid Jassist groups
($ 43), & sorrelatlon of .296 is signifloant at the .05
level of confidence aid a correlation of .383 is significant
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at the .01 1.1.1. For th. normal 	 ( :36) coelattors
of .2].]. aid .275 are significant at the .05 aid .01 levels
r.epeGtively.
Tab].. 1111. presents the means aid stazdazd deviations
of the three groups. They have been p]aoed in one table
to faailitate comparison.
Tables 2X, X. arid ZI.present the fifth factor z.sithaèls
of the Comaanist Fascist 0 aid oraal groups respestively.
Tables XXI. ant XVII present the urotated arid rotated
factor ].eadins of the Couinist 0 Fascist aid orma1 groups
reapectivsly.
C. Resume of the Findings.
A brief summary of the findings is given so that the
reader vi].]. have some idea of the over-all picture before
going on to a detailed discussion of th. results which
follow in Chapter V.
Fourteen of the fifteen variables on the analyses of
Ya.riano• yielded significant F ratios at the .05 ievej. or
beyond. The Luohins arithmetic test of rigidity did not
discriminate between the groups. The majority of the
P ratios were very high; 12 out of the 15 were significant
beyond the .00]. level.
The Comiminists aid Fascists were significantly different
(.05) level or beyond) on the following variabissi- R, T', E,
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7, Rokeaoh aoial aaps, •phasis, direot aid tidireot
doainanoe, dtr.ot .rd Srdir•ot agr.ss1on. On 8 of the's
10 variables th• Passists had the higher ans, the
e2oeption* ware open doathanoe aid iidireât aggression.
There was no iigr4tioant difference between these two
groups on the dog'tat test, California rigidity inventory,
intolerance of aizbtguity questionnair, or the rsvissd ?
$Oal. These results hid support to our hypothesis that
COu1airiiiti aid Pas315t5 have in ooaaon the authoritarian
chara$t.rtstios of personality rigidity, Intoleranc. of
ubiguity aid toughatidedness apart froa the issue Of
ant i-seatt isa.
The Pasoists were fouid to ii. in the toughaizde4,
•onssrvative quadrant, ant thi Ooa*inists in the tough.
irdd radical quadrant.
The Coaaaniste aid $ormahs were sigriifieantly different
on all variables with the exception of the intolerance of
aabiguity questionnaire, iullreat doatnaxio, aid dir.ot
aggression, The aoet notable tinting frois the ooapant.on
of these two groupS was that the Coaauziists were significantly
l•ss .thnocentria than the oraals, bit significantly acre
fascistic tnt touh*aiided.
The Tasaists and ora].s differed significantly (.01
level or beyond) in the expected direction (i.e. the
Ta.. tSt$ had the hipber a.ans) on all variables with tbe
exception of the Rokeaoh social pS aid the direct doalnance
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variable on whioh there wer. no significant differenses.
Of the 105 oorz.latioria on the 15 variabl.S in sash
group. those relating to toughatz4.du.ss are of aajor
interest in this study. In the Oo*azntst group there
was a significant correlation at th .05 2.ve3. or bsyord
between the ?' so,.le aid .thnoo.ntrtsa, fasoisa, dog-eat
test, California ntgi4ity scale, intoleranos of ubiguity
qusstormaire, direct aid lidireat *oa.tziano., aid direct
aid irdireet aggression.
In the Tasoist group, ? was significantly correlated
with faseisa, the California rigtdtt seals, direct aid
irdirect doaizance aid open agresstou.
In th. Jori. group, ? was significantly correlated
'with sthrioseritrisa, fasoisa, the California rigidity seal.,
intolerance of ubiguity questionnaire, direct aid indirect
doalz*uos, aid open aggression.
The three factor anatys.s yielded four' significant
tasters in each group. These were identified aS tough-'
alniedriesa, rigidity, iriteler'ana. of aabijait7 aid aggression.
In addition fifth fator$ in the ora1s aid Jascists were
t.rtativsly identified as lack of doatrians. aid doalnazios
respectively. The ia.tuz'ations on th. fifth factor in
the Couantst group waz's very lew aid the fautor waS not
identified.
The percentage of the variance extracted with each
seritroid waS as t0113W$-
6'.
K,	 I	 15	 1	 1-
Coi.ianiet$.	 37.61 11.70 6.46 7.80	 .347
)aea lets.	 24.60 10.31 8.36 7.00 6.42
Ioriaa]s.	 27.63 7.37 6.86 7.40 4.23
The perceutas of the varlsnos .xtraated with saah
interprstel f&ctor was aS foilewss-'
I.	 II.	 Iv.	 'S
Com*znlsts.	 36.90 ]0.7 7 • 26 1.09 8.20
Taco lets.	 22.16 8.89 8.87 9.10 7.81.
I	 aor1u.	 24.46 7.64 7.10 8.66 6.27
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Correlation £atrtz
E.y te Tariable tibeps.
1. RadioaliConservativ. attitude scale.
2. ?outajrded ?eM.r-airded seal..
3. California Ethuocentrisis sa..:L..
4. California Pasotsa bale.
5. Dog-cat test of iritolerame 0? ubtgutty.
6. California rigidit7 ioale,
7. Luehina arithietio test of rigidity.
8. Rokeach social w*pa test of rigidity.
9. Xnte1erare of ubtgutty questionxiaire.
10. R.vis.d ?oui-isiMed scale.
	
11..	 mphasts score.
12. Direct domthanoe score froa P.4.?.
13. Xrdireot doainarxo. score oa P
".4. Direct aggression sear. frois P.4.?.
	




The analysts of the t..t results auI. the discussion
pertaizLtn to thu is divided into tour' sections.
Reference is oeoasto'aUy d. to a section not urdei
consideration at the tia., where it was felt that such a
procedur. would clarify the results on a particular variabi..
Zn general, th. first section considers the az*lyses of
variance az t-tests the see aM section, a&n aM
stardard deviaticrisg the third ssotlov.. the oorrelatioris;
ard the fourth s.atton, the factor alys.s.
4na].ysee of Variance pud_t-.test.
The purpoe. of the analysis of variance was to
ascertain if thor. were avy significant differences between
the three experiaental groups on the 3.5 variables included
In out test battery. These results are shown in Table I.
Zt will be noted that thor. is a s i gnificant F ratio at
the .05 level or beyond on a].i. ?artables, with the
sxoeption of the LuoMna arithattc test of rigidity.
The laak of aignif1anc. on this viiriab],e was unaxp.ated
sal will. be disuused in conjunction with the tt.st$.
The Largest 7 rktio (137.00].) 15 n the CaltfOrI)i*
F scale which .aiures suseptibiltty to auti-deraocratiS
propaganda. Th. very nature of our groups would lead onc
to expect a significant difference on this variable.
TO.
£z17se$ of Yari*no• btw••n
Th• Qozin1st, Taiotat srd *ora]. group$.
Variable.







8. Rok•aah cools]. aapl
9. Intolerance of asblutty
30. Reviled Tough izdsd
11. )phastl
3.2. DIrect domtnanos




































The Sue applies to •thnooeutrisa with the •eon1 highest
ratio (l27.2), aut U with the third h.t}t.st 1' ra.tto,
(64.fl9). The Size f the T ratios ore int.r.stix because
they point to the very $ijnttiOant tlffer.riu.s between the
roups • However, in view of the toot th&t we kzAow our'
oupI are bih1y divers. we are more interested in just
where theee slgntfioant difteremes lie. To obtain thiS
inforaation t4estm of sinifjoance were earrie4 out sr4
the rsults are shown in Tibles IX, XIX, ar4 IV.
Oonaid.ring the Couantsts atd eciete, we find on R
a differerioe stgnifio&nt at the .001 level. The cemiuists
tend to be very ri4ieal. whereas the ftsatets tend to be
ooriaervative in their politics] attitude. The rcrns.ls
differ signiftoantly f"om the Ccautists in that they or•
less radical. It will b reeab.red that on aralysts of
politic..]. affiliation ot our oraal group, 58.li% were
socialists and 17.44% eenservattvee	 o that even with
* majority .xpreSstn preference for a. socialist tori of
cvernis.nt, they are stjl] less radical. than ths OGnimti.
a1on our R O eoutiuu&a th.n, the Cointst$ fafl
towards the .xtre of the radios]. cr and the J.eists
towards the oonservative •riI with the noraals aloss to
the centre *zt slightly teward the radios] end.
On the ? soale there is a difference iiuiticaut
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tvotstL.d test of signtfiasmi.
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e?wo.tail.d test of signifisam..
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with the Fascists being more toughu'aizxled. There ii also
a significant diff.r.noe Ct • .001) between Gouanists aid
Ioraals, with the Coaminists being more tough'iainded. Along
our toug iMedtezir-iaiMed cont trains then we tiM
Fascists at the extreme eM, with the Coamardits nsxt in
line aid the )iormats the least Toughatzded.
On the revised ?' seal. it will be recalled that the
two Jewish it.a.s were omitted from the original. sosl,s aid
the scale resoored.. The purpose of this was to compare our
three groups on tough .atrdednsss apart from the question or
anti-semitism. We know that according to the oomimzntst
ideology they do not be].i.vs in or practise discrimination
against Jewish p.ople. About
	 of the Cozamanists at
the Rol.id.a7 ohoo1. where part of the testing program was
carried, out, were Jewish. On the revised T scale it is
fourd that xc significant differeno. .zists between the
Oouzntsta aid Fascists. Evidently they are •qualiy
tough-aiMed apart from the Jewish question. The Coamanists
aid Fascists are both significantly more tough-aiMed on
both T scales than the normals.
Representing these results in convenient diagrammatic
form with the abscissa representing the H factor, aid the
ordinate the T factor, it is evident that the Coaaanists
fall in the tough-aiMed radiosi quadrant, th• Fascists in







This confiral Zys.nok' • (1951) study cr4 supports
our hypoth.sts that Paso ists It. in the touph-idrded
conservative quadrant.
Some of the difThrem• between the groups on the?
sosle is due to their differena. in attitude tovaid
religion. There crc 8 itcas en the? seals dealing with
rd idon. Thes• items ci. alt soored in the teMer*tz4sd
air.etton if the subjeot believes in religious conoeptI.
$ow the Coiaaniats follow th. )(a1rxtan dootrin. that religion
is the '" ppiat of the p.op1e aid should be sot ively
sentested. The theory is a produot of the ooasinist
philosophy of it?. cr4 is generally in lin, with th. anti-
religious tradition of the Russ tan r.voluttonaz'y v.rt.
rr.
The Church ii d.priv.4 by law of th. syst.aatic teaching
of children uniti' 18 in Religion (1.okev, l93) aM while
religious instruction in the hoae is not prohibited, few
parents avail theaa.lves of this opportunity, nor is there
suitable literature for the purpose. Al a consequence
of this, aid as on. would expect. 95% of the Oomaantst
subjects disagre, with 4 or acre out of the 8 questions
favouring organised religion ani thus reo.1ve scored in
the direction of toughainledness.
The Fascists, on th. other hard, although by no
aean$ religious, tezd acre towards ounservatisa in religious
aatters. They are not as atheisticafly included as
group as ar. the Coazinists. The Fascist party supports
the institution of positive Christianity, providing the
Church in no way interferes in the internal affairs of the
state. The people are left free to worship as they please.
o inforaation was requested in the personal details of
the subjects is to religious affiliation.	 ut 55% *f the
Fascist group replied favourably to 4 or acre of the
questions on reLigion. 95% agreed that "nan can live
good enough life without religion" aid disagreed with ths
statenent "Th. Church should atteapt to increase its
influence on the lit. of the nation" • let 80% agreed
"the unlvers• was created by God" aid only 25% said "nost
religious people are hypocrites."
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It would appear that the asaists t.M toward a
conventionalized pattern of reUien but at the same time
dissociate themselves ti .Usving that religion Is not
essential. There appears to be some jd•ntjfjoatlon with
the status quo hire for the sake of conformity, whereas
the Coaan3tuts openly r.jeot religion. It ii interesting
to not. here that Adorno found the factor of religious
affiliation was of little importance one way or the other
in determining social, attitudes. There was some tendency
for subj.ots who professed to come religious affiliation to
.xpr.ss more prejudice than those who did not.
There was more variability within the normal group on
th. 8 questions on religion. They seem to be about equally
divided tar aid against, but show lou tendency to mark
their answers emphatically aid some of the questions were
marked with a zero showing that they could not decide for or
against • On the whole they were more favourably disposed
to the question on religion than the other two groups.
The next variable for eorisjderatien Is ethnocentrism.
Th• California group prefer this t.ra to that of pr.udioe
which has r*imeroua meanings aid connotations • Ethnocentrism
1$ conceived not as a speifiO attitude toward a single group
but as an ideological., system regarding ingroups aid outgroupl
and their interaction. The E scale measures overtly
verbahtz.d ethnic prejudice. There are six items dealing
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with J.ws and six with negroes. As was expected the
Fascists are significantly wore ethnocentric than either
of the oth.r two groups. What is sux'prl.'inpj 5 that the
0oaanists are significantly isis ethnoo.ntrlc than the
normal group. This dif'.r.nce is significant well b.yos
the .00] level. There way be teveral explanations for
this. Xt way be in faOt that the aoawariists are geaiin.ly
not in the least ethnocentric. Ther. wean score on Z
however is considerably lower than Adorno' 5 random saapl.s
Or working-class subjects which had. approximately the lame
wean as the iormals In our sanpie.
There is no qu.stion but that high scores such as the
Fascists receive indicate that they do hold relatively
uriftvou'ab1e and even rancorous attitudes towards minorities.
at there is no need for the Fascists to conceal their
Opinions. They are openly antl"$.aitio it ii part of
their program.
Kahn (1951) poses the question Do attitud.-n.asuring
instruments of th. kind used in the present Investigation
(v.rbalised attitudes towards the 1.gro) really measure
prejudice qua prejudice or rather, the 'ability' to mask
prejudice? The ad hoc hypothesis that the factor of
education has the effdot of making possible grater facility
for disguising or masking of prejudice is advanoed as a
possible answer to the question.5
eo.
A. questiorriaire such as the eoal* with alaost
uroomealed unfavourable attit4s* towards aimrl.ti.s ay
Sause soac subjects to salk their rca]. feelings. It may
be that Comzaniista are aore aware of the propigaMa value
to the Party of suppressing any iz4ivation of prejwttee
iM that they cover up their real attitude in respore to
the d.iiiarile of the Party. Ackerman ath Jahoda (1951) point
out that there is a certain amount ef hostility toward Jews
which goes back to izdeatrir3atien by parentS aM teachers
in early ohUd3iood. )oraa]. aaounts of antisesittem or
other attitudes exist for each subcultural stratum. These
attitudes are mainly acquired by learn.tzig. This book was
written in £aerjoa but if one can gencralise from this, it
follows that Oomxm.uiiets, too, perhaps learned oa. ;r.ju&2o$s3
attitudes • but in response to the Party they have either
unlearned them or uanaged to suppress them.
Zt is worthy of note here that Sanford (1944) fouut
subjects who were low on the antia,miutsm (*4) scale
showed greater ezpr.ued approval of the United States
Coiainist party than those high on the A'4 sea]..
However, argwaexite for or aainet the fact that the
Couaniste as a group may be more ethnocentric than is
indicated by their scores may not be of great importance,
since from what cia can judge their overt behaviour towards
minority groups at the present time validates their low
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scores on the E seals.
In the present study the situation stards that
Cou.iriiits ar. significantly less •thnooeritrio than either
the Fascist or the norma], group.
In the light of the above discussion on th. E scale,
the differences between the three groups on the P scale
are rather interesting. Whereas the E scale contains
items subscribing to more or less overt prejudice, the P
scale was designed with a two-fold purpose, via., to
measure anti-'demooratio teutenoies aid to measure prejudice
without appearing to have this aim aid without mentioning
the name of any minority group.
The difference between the Comiaantst aid Paso lit
groups on the P scale was significant beyoxd the .OaL liv.].
with the Paso ists having a ioh higher mean. The difference
between the Commirists aid the orma]s was also significant
at the .001 level with the Ooiaa.in.tsts having the higher mean.
There was a. very large difference between the liormals aid
the Fascists, so that on our contirtium we have the Fascists
at the high extrem. with the Comimanists next in line aid
the Jormals the least antidemocratia or poteritiaU.7 fascistic
of the three groups. The position of the Oomzinists aid
lormals on the E scale is reversed on the F scale with t)s
oraals showing the least prejudice. According to the
results of the P seals the Ocuinilti 0.0 have apotential
for prejudice.
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The above five variables which have Just been
discussed are all. measured by attitude soales. We now
some to the personality variables, the first of which is
intolezame of ambiguity.
Do-oa
Variables #5 a g
 #9 ar• both t.iti of into]..ranoe
of ambiguity. From lable XX. we note there is no
significant differeme between the Comiatnists ant J'asoists
on either th. dog-oat test or the intolerance of ambiguity
questionnaire. Of these two tests the dog-oat was the
aeze successful, in terms of our hypothesis. The Ooa*tntsts
aid Fascists were both significantly wore intolerant of
ambiguity than the ozmsls. On the questionnaire although
th. Coaianists had a slightly higher mean than the Iormals
the differenc. was riot statistically significant, whereas
there was a significant diff.rence between the Fascists aid
the oraals.
The dog-oat test confirms Adorno' a tinting that
persons high on the F scale tent to be intol.rant of
ambiguity.
It is quits possl.b].• that the intolerance of ambiguity
questionnaire is a less reliable measuring instrument than
the dog-oat test. fl is also quit. possible that th.y
ar. not measuring the same concept. Despit. the broadening
aid increasing interest in intolerance of ambiguity the
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concept is atlU not clearly dsfin.d. Fr.nk.l !runwik
( se. ur & Irech 1951) has studied the Gonoept most
thoroughly. Her conception of intolerance of ambiguity,
however, is closely akin to the concept of rigidity. If
a person has low tolerance t* ambiguity he bhav•s in a
rigid mariner in order to keep his •nrironm.nt structured
az thus lessen the uncertainties in it. H* also rigidly
dishotoatses to lessen conflict ar4 hence anxiety. Intolerance
of ambiguity is reflected in emotional relationships as
yoU, as in p.reeptua.]. relationships • The dog.'oat test in
this study is a test of intolerance of ambiguity in the
perceptual. field. !ut fsw satisfactory methods have
originated for measuring this concept.
It would s•em wis, for psychologists who sr• int.r.st.d
to go back a step 0 az instead of trying to create new
measuring devices, to further investigats the Donoept itself.
Persons who are intolerant of ambiguity may manifest it in
rigidity of behaviour, but there may be other methods which
people usi to sop. with it. It may be that some react to
it .sottorally but ethers react to it rationally.
People who want their environment rattoa 1].y ordered
so that they can organize their thoughts about it may
seek more information on the ambiguous situation. aid in
this ease intolerance of ambiguity would not lead to anxiety.
This is not the same ease as where intoleranc, of ambiguity
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sn.rates arxiety aid 1.&d to struoturir of the
exrrfrona.nt. If th. ambiguous situation is one such
that it cannot b. solved rationally then there ii chime
that structuring of th. .nvirenisent will tak• place, if
th. person is intolerant of aiabtguity.
It ii suggested that this is what took plac, on the
dogoat test with the Coiizinists aid Fascists aid aocounte
for the lack of difference between Oouanists aid 1%ozaatI
on the intolerance of ambiguity questionnaire.
On th• dog-cat t.it there was no concrete data readily
at haid with which to coiupars this situation, art no past
experience with a similar situation.	 or did the subjects
know hew	 cards were in the series, so that they had
no clue as to how soon they might expect the picture to
resemble a oat, Eving a teui.noy towards intolerano• of
ambiguity, they held on to the familiar concept of the dog
longer than was compatible with reality.
It appears to the writer thai the COmmunist group as
& whole are more accustomed to handling their into]erams
of ambiguity in a rational manner whenever it i5 possible,
whereas the Fascists more often react to intolerance of
ubiguity •aottor*1ly with the consequent generation of
anxiety aid rigl.d diohotciatsat ion.
On the intolerance .f ambiguity questionnaire ther• is
a difference significant at the •Ol level between the
Fascists aid Xoraals, but there is no significant differeno•
es.
between the Oo"ists sxit loris.
It La by no sean. certain that rigidity ar intoisran..
of ubiguit7 are sisost interohangeab]e t.r. In sos
eases it would appear that the7 are closely related, tat
in oth.rs the evidence seesa to favour a sore diffrentisj,.
dtstrll*it ton, varying fros or* ares to another. Further
evidence of this 15 suggested by the low correlation between
the Log-eattest o.rd the rigidity questtonr*3r in all
three groups. On th• other hare there was a correlation
of .308 (significant at the .05 level) in the Oeasaanist
group between the rigidity questionnaire sr g
 the intolerance
of ambiguity questionr*fre. The correlation in the other
two groups were positive but not significant.
tUsiidttI.
There were three asasur.s of rlg34it7 in the tes%
battery, two were aeasures of linst.Uung rigidity ar4 the
other was the $antord inventory osamu'ing rigidity of
personal habit azd ways of thinking about people. This
last seasur. was the only test of rigidity to disartainat.
successfully between the groups. The Coi4sts sz4
Fascists wer• both significantly Ct • .00]) sor. rigid than
the oraals, a there was no s1gnttioart difference between
thi Qowaantsts ard the Fascists, This confiras A4orno's
ttrdizzg that authoritarians ar. son rigid in their ways
of thinking about people than non"suthoz'itartans, aM tiM
to think of thea in teras of rigid diobotosies.
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The Rokeaah social saps test did not differentiate
btween the groups in the expected direction and the Luohins
..ritkaetto test did not yield a significant P ratio and
t't.sts were not possible. These results were rather
nnexpected. When the battery of tests was being asseabled
the literatur, at haul soeied to irxlicate that the
linsteflung aethod of rigidity was oorrelatød with .thnia
prejudice but was uncorrelated with either arithiastical.
ability or irit.11igenc•. (Rokeach 1.948) &nd((!oldstein 1943).
However, during the administration of both the Rok•ach and
the Luchins test, the noreals appeared to have more
difficulty in solving the arithaetie problems and in
reaemberir3g the Street rues on the ps, although they had
been told that they could indicate graphically how to get
from one corner to another. The Coa*znists went through
all. the problems ziob more rapidly than the other two groups.
Zt is possible that those two tests axe correlated with
speed of perception. However, the performance of the Israals
suggested that possibly those measures were correlated with
some form of intelligence. Purthermore, the *ormals were
else taking part in a testing program at the MaudaLe7 Hospital.
and Eyeemk (1953) states 0These soldiers (orea]s) tend to
be slightly below average on intelligence". It has been
suggested that their lower intelligence as a group may be
duo to the fact that they are service personnel fro. whoa
officers had been creamed off.
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As put of the testing prograa or the hospital
the lornels in the present study were tested for intell.i.
gence by neans of Raven's Progressive Matrices. They
had a asan box. of 41.97 with a staidard deviation of
7.98.I.. equivalents ranged fron 87 to 314. Pearsonian
correlations were calculated between the Matriess score
aid the two rigidity scores. The eorrelation was ".43
with the L.uohins arithastis test, aid ".37 with the
Rokeach maps. test. loth these correlations are signifi-
cant b.yoid the .0] l..1. Obviously we are dealing with
sore than a ohanoe relation.
Judging by the relativ. tine taken for the Luch.ins
a.x'itha.tio test by each group a rough estinats of
intelligence would place the 0onanists as the highest,
followed by the Pasoists, aid the oraals as the lowest.
This, of course, is only an approzinatton, but it confirned
the perceived Impressions of the writer. Goldstein (1943)
elaine there Is a $.øørdix'y torn of rigidity which does
not affect al]. tasks but cones to the fore only when the
ixdividual. is presented with tasks with which he cannot
cope.
However, the difference in intelligence between the
groups would not affect the results of the remaining tests,
aid If It did it would silitate against our hypotheses aid
make ary differences found even more significant. Adorno
found that the variables related to .thnooezitriss are at
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best er1y partial.. copon.nts of int.11tgence aid
iiperfeot1y related showirg a low bit consistent
negative correlation between intelligence aid .thnoc.ntrisi.
The 'ost eduosted aid int.Uig.nt subjects were on the
av.rag. th. 1.ast .thnoo•ntris.
Correlations in the norasi group between intelligence
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On the Iak.ach social aspi t•st there was a
difference significant at the .005 level between the
Coaintste aid Fascists with the Pasoists showing aore
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rigidity; aid also at the .005 1..l between the
Ooa*inist$ aid )lora1s, with the Ioraa]i showing rs
rigidity. There was no significant differeno. btwe.n
the Fascists aid Ioraals.
Ivitently if any a.asur. of Eiziatellurig rigidity ii
to be used to differentiate between groups, th.y aast be
•quated for intelligence. Proa the review of related
studies it will, b recalled that Etnatellung rigidity is
affected by tiae avsi].abtlity to perceive (ttokea,ch 3950),
speeded conditions, (i1uohtns 1942), arid psychological stress,
Cowen (1952). This asalure of rigidity may also be
sensitive to the operation of other variables of which we
are umware.
Further proof that th. Z1.nsteUung method is not
significantly related to .thnoc.ntrisa is offered by
Er'iks.m aid Eisenatths (1953). They found a eorr.lation
of '.06 between Luchins ax'lths.tia test and the California
E' scale.
The !nthaSiR 3goi.
The Taeeists were significantly Ct .001) more
emphatic than the Comiaintsts, arid they in turn were lignifl -
cantly (t . 005) more emphatic than the oxaa]s. These
results corroborate a study by Zysemk (1951) using this
measure.
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The present study further confiras a study of Eysenok's
(1947) using an 1r4.x of Terdenoy Towards CertaintyW.
(Thou.l.as , 1935). Her. Eys.ziok noted a t.idenoy for groups
holding sore unorthodox opinions to be sore certain of th.ir
attitudes than were less unorthodox groups. In this study
Eys.mk hypothesised that as well. as unorthodox groups.
sore reactionary groups would also be sore aertain of th.ir
opinions. This hypothesis was borne out in the present
study. Coaaznists aid Fascists were both stgu.tfioantly
sor• esphatie than the lorl$.
reo' Dom1ranos.
On this variable the Oeszznists were itgnificazitly
more doittnant than the Fascists (t .001) aid also sore
dos.tmnt than th. orsa].s (t .001). There was no
ltrnticant difference between the Fascists aid the orsals.
The Oonuainiste showed a distinct terdeney to try to
influence the ideas aid actions or others. This was very
•vtdent on eards 7 M, 4. aid 12 K, where they had higher'
means than either of the other two groups. One sight
•zpeOt the Fascists wbo are sore emphatic in their answers
to attitude statements to be the sore dominant. However
th. writer fourd that the 7aseiets nearly always speak in
a dogiatic manner as if what they are saying is tru. without
questjon. ut if you argu. with them in a eonoertsd ann.r
ew.r soas point they frequently take cover and chang. the
9].
subject rather than try to eoxiv.rt you to their way of
thinking. The COmaanists on th• other hard an more prone
to staid their' grouut, to reit.rat. how wrong you are, aid
attempt to convert you to their' way of thinking. They
evince a stronger urderlying belief in their ideology.
At the same time, as good Party Members, there is the
constant objective of widening Party membership by bringing
in nsw recruits. The Fascists are rict nearly as active
in trying to get peopl. to join their movement. They rely
more on their open".atr ssetirigs for attraottrig raw members
rather than on the permissive power's of present ummbers.
G'ough .t .1 (l93.) consider domimno. to be a particularly
important dimension in relation to political participation.
They fouDd that the dominant persoraitty appearS to move
forward in a realistic, task-Oriented fashion arid sntfest$
feelings of adequacy in meeting whatever obstacles may be
•noountered. This description fits the CCiaiiunist group
more accurately than the Fascist group. The uMerlytrig
reason probably is the difterertci in training the two groups
receive. The Gomzinist rank aid file members are thoroughly
Schooled in Party propagaida aid are pr'ovtded with stock
answers to almost ary question.	 eoauss of this they axe
mor. fluent arid more skUfz.l at a.ting ebstscl.s. On the
other haul, the Fascist party train only certain members
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Ylto are called "5peskers or propa8ardtsts. The rank
aid file receive no training at expressing themselves on
party policies at alL. They read party literature, but
atterdame at m.etirigs is not compulsory as it ii with the
Oomaanists, nor Is as aich pressure brought to bear' on
them 0 to spread the party word • Par these reasons they
are less openly dominant. The Pasoists do, of oourse,
have some very skilful orators, but apart from these the
majority of the members ar. untrained ant are less prone
to try to influence you with regard to their ideology.
This possibly accounts for th. results of the indirect
dominance variable as weU. On this the Fascists were
extremely high, whereas the Cozriists aid the normals were
significantly lower aid there was no significant diff.reno•
between the Oom*nists aid normals.
The Fascists showed a high tendency after having built
up the 0hero' to then allow some secondary figure to
dominate the scene. Sometimes they had minor characters
restraining the actions of the here. It seemed as if they
wanted to lead ant control aid dominat, but were unable to
take an outright forceful position even In their fantasy.
The I1oraals express fewer dontriame-submission scenes
and mere often demand their autonomous rights deapit.
parental pressures. But they are less prone to dominate
in the sense of coerce.
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It Seess reasonably certain that the fiulings on
these two variables ar• related to the actual behaviour
of the øoaztnist sM Tablet groups. There is, of oourse,
always sea. danger in breaking up original data ant
attempting tO quantify Tariables, aui 'ti].] expect the
data to retain its .rigiraa]. quality.
	
ut fron the writers
knowledge of these two groups the T.A.T. appears to hays
revealed their sharasterlstia aspects.
"ees1on.
On direct aggression there was a signifioant difference
well b.yont the .001. 1ev.]. between the OoamIists ant
Fascists, with Fascists showing by far the greater amount
of hostility. The Coa*inists were not significantly
different from the oraals.
ut on the intireot aggression or object need aggr.ssjen
the Couanists showed significantly Ct • .025) more aggression
than the Fascists. The 3ormals were significantly lower
Ct • .001) than either of the other two groups.
£11 normal persons employ direct aggression to soas
degr.. throughout life. It is one of the simplest of
hun reactions to threat or frustration. Intirect
aggression is frequently employed also, tat often ths person
using this method is not awar. that he is, in fact, showing
aggression. Spite reactions, covert maligning of someone's
reputation, working against seasons behlr4 his back, martyrdom
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tnteut.d to mak. someone sue feel, guilty, aid many other
commonplace aotiviti.s ai'e aotn.l1y manifestations of
Irdireet aggression. In less degr..s these reactions are
not serious,	 ut when direct aggression persists as the
preferred aid immediate a4justiv. technique in the taos of
all. difficulties, it verges on a serious personal. asladjust.
merit, in our culture, which can ruder the ir4ividual
socially tmoompstent. The Yaseist group as a whole, are
extremely aggressive, almost pathologically so, aid it ii
probably an iidioation of personal inadequacy aid emotional
immaturity.
Both the Oouinists aid Yasatsts express relatively
mar. aggression than the 1ormsls, bat th. Pasoists teid to
be more openly aggressi. arid the CoiLmanists moreiridireatly
aggressive. Troz the information we have on oui two
groups it is rather in1.resting to examine their aggressive
teidemies in the light of Dollard's (1944) FrustratIon-
Aggression hypothesis. In this theory the basic postulate
is that aggression is always a consequence of frustration.
One of the earliest lessons that human beings l.arn as a
result of social living is to suppress aid restrain their
overtly aggressive reactions. However, these reaction
tudemies are not destroyed bat only d.layed, manifested
iidireøtly, or else displaced on some innooent source if
they ar. not overtly expressed. Dollard says, :me strength
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of inhibition of arq' sot of aggression varies positively
with the amount of punishment anticipated to be a oonas
quenc. of that act • The greater the degree of inhibition
ipecifia to a more direct act of aggreSsion the more
probable will be the occurrenc, of less direct acts of
aggression. There is a strong tendency for inhibited
aggression to be diepladed. to different objects and. expressed
In modified forms".
The Coaainust Party controls the lives of its members
more than is customary with most political parties. Members
are required to regulate their persona], lives in such &
manner that they will, riot bring discredit on the party.
Thus strongly instigated acts of direct aggression are
inhibited, and there is a t.Mency for an occurrence of
less direct acts of aggression, the more subtle indirect
aggression which is more socially acceptable and does not
reflect upon the Party to such an extent.
On the other hand, aggression in the ftsoists is
vigorous and undisguised. They are both directly and
indirectly aggressive. Their overtly aggressive responSes
are sometimes displaced and find substitute targets in out'
groups, such as Jews. Here the mechanism of ordinary
social. control does not operate because it is socially
asceptable within the party to be anti-semitic, in fact it
is almost a risoessity if they wish to remain secure in the
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group. What 15 te w tru. CauSe of frustration In these
iuUvtduals cannot be guessed at but would probably ne.d
reliable ass. histories aM e,enstye
 interviews to
ascertain the urd.rlying factors. The writer is not well
enough acquainted with the subjects to identify such complex
manifestations of aggression. ut it appeared quit.
obvious that they ar. instantly ready to respoM to ar
slight frustration with extreme hostility. They seem to
be in constant need of some person, some idea, or some
group towards whoa aggression may be expressed.
Miller aM Do]].a.r&'s theory 1.5 a rather specific one,
that aggression is always ths ooriuqusnoe of frustration,
bt it unioubt.dly has some basil in fact.
	 iit frustrations
ar. often very ooapl.x aM so interwoven in a persona 1U•
that identification of them is difficult. A. maladjusted
personality may be a souz'ce of constant frustration. Th1.$
ooulA lead to aggression as a g.neraltzed pattern at a
fairly iniforia level. There are also irxlividual differences
in frustration-tolerance. On the surface it would appear
that the Isoists have slower frustration-toleram. than
the Coaiaant.ts. aomanxstio aggression takes -. form si
belittltng, reproving, blaming aM rtdtaulI!g others, that
11, verbalized aggression. With regard to physical
aggression, it takes a rather socialized form as to imprison
a criminal or kill, in self-defence; although frequently
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aggression was rationalized whsn it appeared in an asocial.
form as to fight against legally aonstttut.d authorities
or to fight against his own country. Tne Comiminists
more frequently deny identification with th. aggressive act.
Jasaistis aggression tezds to be more asocial. They
do not shrink from more brutal1 forms of physical aggression.
It is as if they have conceived it so often in their aiMs
that they do not realise its •ttalus value for arousing
soot..], disapproval.
The averags mean soon, of the oraals on both aggression
variables were each lower. Their aggressions were mops
socially aoceptab].e aid mor.oftsn in a sublimated form.
There was very little asocial. physi.Oal aggression. The
main differ.rios between the orsals aid th. other two
groups was on the intensity of expression. The lormals
rated more int.radiat. intensities aid fewer ratings at
the high trea.. Ysry seldom were any sadistia terdencies
noted.
As previously stated, cards 11 aid 3.9 were chosen
primarily because they are more ambiguous aid contain no
human figures, aid card 16 is the blank card. The stoni.s
on th.e. cards were soored in ths usual. way aid thi scores
included in the variables already discussed.
The stories on these three cards were •xaain.d to
fird out if there wer, any apparent diff.r.noes betwssn
the three groups in the method of hardling the stoniss.
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t was fourd that on cards 1]. aid 19 the Cem&nists
aid lasaists gave b.tt.r rourded aid aiore ooaplet• stoties
than the orma1s. This sq 'be das to a need to structure
the piotur. aid iatpoai reality o. it thus changin8 the
ambiguous card into so&ething iiore concrete. The oraaa1s
coisplained csfrequent1y about these two cards than the
other two groups aid said at first they eouldn' t aake up &
story about th•i*, aid the final stories were less organized.
On the btaLk card, the first reaction of nearly &1l
subjects was the $ai*. They turned the card over to i.e
If there was anything on the other sd. aid then the
majority smiled. They were to].&s "n.e what 70u can see
on this card. Laagine some picture there aid then tel].
me a story about it.
raking the subjects as a 'whole, they were about evenly
divided into two groups in their responses to this oard
One half teuied to giv, stories that suggested they might
be autobiographical. It was impossible to tell,, for Certain
bsoause of the limited personal data vailable. The other
half gave rather brief stories that suggested less projection
than on th. cards containing huan figures.
The blaxik oard was the last of the 10 cards tn the
series aid by this time it was felt that the subjects were
getting a little tired of the procedure. The T.A.T. was
also th. last teat in the battery.
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The onl7 additions]. •vid.no. obtained from these
three cards was the supgestion that the more adequate stories
en cards 11 ant 1.9 by the Com*inists ant Fascists might
possibly b. due to a need on their part to structure an
ambiguous field. On the other haM, it might be a function
of intelligence, t*it this is discounted in vi.w of the
fact that )oraels gave quite satisfactory stories on these
two cards.
It is definitely flit that these tbre. cards elicited
less fantasy than the cards with more dsfinite pictures.
Examples of stories of high ant low sabres on dominance
ant aggression vii]. be fount in Apperdix 0.
JItanatd etautard evttjos,
The mearia ant stardard deviations of the three groups
on the 15 variables ar. shown in Table VIII. The ratio
of the difference between the moans to the stantard error
has already been disouss.d in connection with the ttests
ant very little more vii] be said about them. There are
still on. or two points te be mentioned regardtz the
stardsrd deviations (S.D.) • Thre was uothing umsua]
regarding some of them ant they vii]. nct be discussed.
Rd 1ealisa-Ooneervet isa.
The 3.D. of the Com*inists on this variable is such
smalLer than that of the other two groups showing that
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TPE XXIIi	 Means aM stazdard d.vtations on 15
variabl.s for Couintat,Tasoist aM lorsal. groups.





























































































th.ir biLlets are fairly unifora. One would expect
the 3.D. of th. orgals to b. quite large line, they are
a h.terog.neous group including socialist., e oniervat iv..,
aid a f.w liberals. Rather surprising is the large ø.D.
of the Pasaists. This is probably du. to lack of a w01l
defined syst.s of political b.]t.fs. Mor.vari.ty of
opinion exists within the ranks of the party.
With the .dvsnt of the secoid world war on. after
another of the loading asab.rs of the party was rouzdid
up aid put in Jail or else interned. Eventually they had
to sease publ3astton of their newspaper aid th. party
cessed to exist 0 although at that tia. the party was very
populai id a],aied a aillion siab.is. When the wax' was
over the party was reorganthed urder a dift.rent naai aid
the basi pol Lay ws ohaned to "Union of urop." te sower
an enlarged nation aid ant•ad.d patriotisa. 1(aq, in
taat thou$sr41 of the old aber. wer• no longer intsrest.d
in tha Party aid a certain soatal stigas ws attaohd to it
beoau3e of the war. A drlv. was started to r.oruit raw
aeiabers aid in order to attract thea the old prewar policy
has bad t. be changed soaewhat .ii1 sontiruea to chang. to
zaot changing world soiditions. Per the.. reasons their
polisy is not as clearly d.fined as the Qoau.tlt policy
ar4 allows for aareizdividuality. Aub.rs are al3owd
considerable freedon in the typ of propagazda they Use prom
vidirig they stay within certain hats. This no doubt
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accounts for the larger S.D. aril ir4io*tss less ideological.
homogeneity.
jrteds.terdermjied.
?h• Xoraals had the largest S.D. on? which was again
to b. •xpscted. Eys.mk (1951) has shown that a.b.xs of
the working-class ax. more tough iu.d than members of th•
*id&]e"class, so it is not surprising t fir our Xoraalz
a little on th tough-mied side.
	 .v.rth.l.ss th.y axe
still. significantly less tough-aiMed than either of the
ether two groups. The Fascists had a larger 5.D.than the
Communists iMloating that although they are slightly more
tough-airded on th. original ? seal. there ii more variability.
within the group. Comparing the S.D. of the original. T
scale with that of the revised, scale in the Fascist group,
th. drop in the S.D. from 4.07 to p .81 irdicat.. that some
of the variability within the group was due to certain
members scoring in the terder-aird.d direction on the Jewish
question.
Again, the Communists are the molt ooh.s iv, group aM
although they ax. slightly less tough-aiMed than the
Fascists on the original soalesven the top seer, on? could
not b. considered to be irdicative of terdir-airdedness.
Ethnocentrism..
This variable has been disoussed at length previously
aM there is very little to add to it. Th. Communist S.D.
3.03.
of 17.23 was sensiderably higher than the Paseist's 6.55,
but .v.n the majority of th. top scores of the Coa*inists
were slightly lower than the lowest score of the oraals.
The Jsoists 3.D. is •xtr.mely low showing almost complete
homogeneity of opinion on .thnoo.ntrism. The Comiminists
are coiunitt.d to a relatively unified anti-.thnooentrio
stand. ?akirig the mean soor. per iteis, the mean can vary
from a possible low of 1.0 (all, responses '3 to a high Of
7.0 (al]. responses +3), with a neutral point of 4.0. The
Comiaanjst mean ii 40.419 ard with 20 1tus in the scale,
the mean bore per item ii 2.02, which is wel]. below ev•n
the neutral point. Out of the 43 subjects there was 01117
one real deviant with a mean per itsa of 5.55 and two who
fell at the neutral point with an item-mean of 4.1, the
remaining 41 yen all. v.ry low.
Psosa	 1..
On this variable the 0oam&nists had the largest 3.D.
ef the three groups. Evidently some of their members
•xhibit a aich greater potentiality for antidemocratis
propaganda than the Jormals. This is riot really surprising.
Th• mae of the seals, the 5 fasoism" scale is really &
misnomer, although It was certainly successful. in prediatirig
which of the 172 mabjeets in th. investigation were Fascists.
it th. scale really asur.s prejudice and potentiality
for antidemocratia ideology. The Fascists had a very high
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mean aid a small. S.D. showing them to be in fairly high
agreement. The Cosaanista evidenoed more variability.
There waS about an •qual amount of soatt.r in the oraals.
Dog-eat
The Comainists had. tb. lowest S.D. on this t.*t. Their
mean score was 5.8]. aid the S.D., .96. Scores of 6, 7,
aid 8 were considered, to be tidicative of intolerance of
ambiguity. Evidently the Comainists ar. not quite as
intolerant of ambiguity as the Pasoiste but their scores are
very uniform showing that fewer members are not intolerant
of ambiguity. The bsaists have a S.D. similar to tb. lioraals
but with a higher mean. The rang. of scores in the orma3..s
is lower than in the other two groups.
Qalifornia Rj,jdity Scale.
The Coiiainists showed more variability here but their
mean score was not significantly different from the Fascists.
The ?asotsts aid orasls had an equal. amount of scatter,
Intolerance of.Ambiguit Qiesttonriaj.
There was great variability in the Fascist group on
this variable with some members failing at the high extreme
aid others at the low extreme. The Comimanists wer, more
uniform. The normals fell in the centre of the two groups
with regard to S.D. bit had a lower mean - but not signifi
cantly lover than the Comainisti.
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Emthasil.
The oraa1s had by fa the 3.argsst S.D. on this
variabl, but this is not unexpected. Of the Ooaaanists
ari Pasoists although th. y. so lets h&d a zich higher asan
they also showed more variability. Again the Coaists
were the most cohesive group. A high emphasis score might
be interpreted in two ways. The person may f..] very
strongly on th. issue at hax, or It may be that he is just
dogmatic. A low emphasis seore may inlicate that the person
does not !'.bJ. strongly, or has no set Opinions, or It may
be that he realizes that attitudes are very complex ath
cannot be decided on an a]], or nothing baits.
pom.tname.
On both dominance variables the QoazLnhsts had the
largest S.D., while the Tasoist S.D. was eoinparabl• to the
)ormals. The large S.D. in the Oomiiaxists is probably
due to a discrepancy between the trainixi the party gives
them t go out ard conquer all, ard irdividuai personality
traits of lack of dominance.
Ares don.
On this variable the Fascists had by far the largest
S.D. Apparently there r• great differences within the
party, som. being less aggressive than others, but relatively
speaking, they were aU. highly aggressive I even the lowest
scoring member reaching the highest scoring member of the
Jormals.
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On direot aggression the Oouinists aid Norasis were
approziaat.ly equal. Trenk.l-Bruriswik touxd thoss who
lacked prejudice to show more open aggression than iidir.ot
aggression. They were better sb]., to taos thur hostil..
teidencie.. However, the Ooaaanists although not different
from th• orials in direct aggrsssion, showed a ich higher
peroentags of ir,iir.ot aggressive sets, aid wer. even higher
than the Fascists on this variable.
Inter-teat Qorrelatjona
The inter-test correlations of the Oomrmanist, Fascist,
aid 3oraai. groups ax. shown ,in Tables Y, 'VI, and VII,
reapeotive]y. The variable which we sr. most interest
in is tough-mird.dness, aid for the various correlations
of the remaining variables, the resd.r is referred to the
respective tables.
It will be recalled that a low score on the T sash
indicates tough-mindedness, aid a high score, terder-
mird.dness. This test was Scored in the opposite direction
to the remaining tests aid for this r.ason a negative
correlation indicates a relationship to tough-mindedness.
The R Scale aid the Ti scale were constructed so as to
represent iulspezderit factors aid consequently should be
uncorrelated.. Thisproved. to be true in the present study.
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The correlation between? mxxi ethnocentrism was
significant b.yoxxi the .0]. iSv.]. in the Oomiainist aM lormal.
groups, *it insignificant in the Fascist group. It appears
that tough'airdednsss ani ethnocentrism are related with
the more toup,h-'mirded b.ing the mors ethnocentric.
A possible explanation for the laok of correlation in
the Fascist group is that extreae ethnocentrism is practised
as one of the party policiss, but there is probably varyiiig
amounts of wxterlyirig hostility towards minority groups in
inilvidual members, depexxiing on ho* closely they identity
with the party to retain their ingroup status, mxxi how aich
in contact with reality they are. ' Although they present
a very unified staxii on ethnocentrism, the more tough"ainied
are riot more •thnooentrio, because even those who are less
tough-mirded are extremely ethnocentric as well.
The correlation1 between? aM the P soa].s in all
three groups are high aM significant b.yout the .0] level..
It seems reasonably certain that these two soal.s tap the
same urdsrlying syuroae. The more tough-minded Show
more potential for ant idemocratia propagarda mxxi more
prejudice.
Psroeptua]. intolerance of ambiguity is most closely
r.lated to? in the Oouinist group. The correlation of
-.302 is significant at the .05 level. Th, correlations
in the other two groups although in the expected direction, do
not reach statistical significance.
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The relationship of T arxt the intolerance of ambiguity
qu.stionmir. is more pronounced. In the Ooiaminist ant
norma]. groups, the correlations wer. significant at the
.05 aM .0]. level respectively; in the Fascist group the
significano. level was .1. The results here are not
clearout enough to allow definite Oonolusioris. Evidently
there is some relationship, most clearly shown in the
Communist group. It would be desirable to set up experi
ments with other perceptual tasks as further t..t of the
hypothesis.
The California Test of Rigidity was significantly
correlated with the T at the .01 level in all groups.
Evidently th. more tough-minted do tent to be rigid in
their ways of thinking about people ant to think in rigid
dichotomies.
Emphasis was not significantly correlated with T in
any of the groups • The emphasis score seems to be more
related to the amount of scatter in the group. Thi lack
of correlation between T ant emphasis is probably due to
the fact that many teuler-'aiM.d persons also believe
strongly in the attitudes h.ld.
Direct dominance is highly correlated with T in all.
groups beyond the .0]. level of signifioano•. The moz•
tough-aided also t•M to be more dominant. Indirect
dominance is significantly oorrelat.d with 1' also, but
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th. correlations terd to be lower than those between?
aid direct doaimnoe. It secas logical that doair*noe
aid toughalidedness are related.
Direct aggression aid? si. significantly correlated
in the Fascist aid Horsat groups. The acre touh"aiuied
teid to be aor. aggressive. !ut in the Coaantst group
the acre tough-airded are signifIcantly 1... directly
aggressive • Evidently the aor. toughaixded Coaaanists
show less direct aggression, probably because they ar. acre
closely identified with the party aid inhibit any display
of aggression. However, on covert aggression the corre-
lation is extreasly high and .inif1oant beyond the .001
Level, whereas th. correlation in the Fascist and oraa1
group is not statistically significant.
It ii rather interesting to note her. that the
correlation in the Fascist group between direct aid indirect
aggression is significant aid positive, irdicating that
those who are op.nly aggressive in this group tend also to
be indirectly aggr.ssive as well. But in the other two
groups the correlation is negative; those that tend to
be Iulirectly aggressive axe not openly aggressive. Molt
clinicians agree that norlly this is the case. Ths
difference between the 0oaaaniits aid Sores]. lies in the
high degree •f indirect aggression shown by the Coaaantits

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APIJ XVIU:	 Plan of significant loadings after
rotation	 Comniinist group.















15. • 68	 .34	 .66
L20.
The Factor Analyses.
A s.parat• factor analysis was earri.d out on
each group ax4 five factors •xtraoted. Tables XII, XIII
ar XIV present the unrotated factor loadings; aM Tables
XV, XVI aM XVII, the rotated factor loadings of the
Coiaiainist, Fascist, aM oraal groups respectively.
The Communist GrouD.
Tabl. XV presents the loadings of the five factors
which have been isolated fron the correlations given in
Ttbl. V. These factors have b..n orthogonally rotated
aM therefore are to be considered as irdepeMent. However,
taken together they account for 64.02 per cint of the
var lame.
The significant loadings which .rge after th. six
rotations are shown in Tab].e XVIII. For the purpose of
interpretation, th. thr.e tests with th. highest loadings
vU]. be employed, as a general rule.
g	 has loadings greater than .30 on tin of
the tests. The highest loadings are on T aM I revised
ani aocordtngj.y this factor was interpreted as one of
tough'mimt.dness. Direct dominance has a very high
saturation on this factor. The T seal. was used as the
r.fereno. vector in rotation of this factor. It is a well-
defined test aM the factor is interpr.ted as on. of tough-
1.21.
aizzl.dn.ss rather than do.txianoi, since dominance is
a derived score froa the T.A.T. ath is not a test in
itself. The variables with the greatest saturations in






























The ?' scale is ivideritly a r.lativ.ly pure asure
of the first factor. It is also free of significant
loadings on the remaining factors (see Table XVIII) • The
P scale, indirect aggression. indirect dominance and
rigidity have fairly high saturations on this factor.
Direct aggression has a negative loading. Pactor I
accounted for 36.90 p.r cent of the variance.
was interpreted as a factor of rigidity.
The loadings of other variables on this factor are quite














Tb. fact that the saturations are positiv. on
variables 7 ard 8 irgioat.s that this is a factor of
rigidity rather than of intelligenc, in this group. If
these two ariab]ei had been measuring intelltgeno• more
than rigidity the saturations would hays b..n negative.
The percentage of variance extracted with this factor is
10.57.
Factor IU. is clearly identifiable as a factor of
intolerance of ubiguity. The saturations for both
tests of intolerano. of ambiguity az. fairly high. The
only other test with a significant loading on this factor
is ethnocentrism ard it is very esall.
(5) Dog-oat	 .63
(9) Xntolexano. of ambiguity	 .62
(3) Ethnocentrism	 .34
This faster accounts r 7.26 p.r osnt of the variance.
had no significant loadings ant was riot
interpreted. It only aacount.d for 1.09 per cent of the
variance.
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Z&J • is clearly a factor of iidfr.ot aggression.
The •mphasis vaziabi. aid dix'.øt aggression have fairly
high nsgativs saturations aid this appian to be logically
consistent, Radicalism aid jxdixsot doalnano. have low















This factor accounted for 8.20 per o.nt of the
variance.
The graphical plots of the factor loadings of the
Comxaznist group will be fourzi in App.rltix A, figure 1.
v' y sojet c!rou.
Table XVI. presents the loadings of th• fl y, factors
which have been isolated from the correlations given in
Tbl. VI. These factors have been orthogonally rotat.d
aid ax'. considered to be ixdep.rd.nt. Taken together
they account for 56.83 p.r cent of th. vania.me.
The significant loadings which emerge after the six
rotations are shown in Table XIX.
or I. has loadings greater than .30 on seven

















AL'ct Plan of significant loadings aft.x





























and this factor is ol.ar]y on. of touh'ainddn.ss.
















T is £ very pure eaeurs of th. first factor and is
fr.. cC significant loadings on the r.aain.thg factors.
The renatning tests have saturations on this factor which
are logically consistint. ? ii related to the P scale,
direct doinam. and rigidity.
This factor accounted for 22.16 per cent of the
variance.
is sore diffioult to identify. It is
tentatively intsrpr.tsd as a factor of aggr.ssion"rigidity.
It also has a high saturation on the 7 seals.









Aggression, rigidity ard the P seals are all clearly
related in this group ard the provisional interpretation
will, have to stard until. further research clarifies this
factor.




was idsntified as a factor of dominance.
Ethr300entrism has a high saturation on this factor arg
also radicalism.
(13) Ixziirect domInance 	 .60
C,) Ethnocentrism	 .4'
(1) RadtOaU.$a	 .40
(14) Direct aggression	 .39
(1.2) Direct dominance	 .36
This fa3tor acounted for 8.87 per cent of the
variance.
?aotor IT! is olearly id*ntiftatL. as a factor of
intolerance of ambiguity. Th• tritoleranc• of ambiguity
questionnaire has th• highest loading aid the dog-oat test
also has a high saturation aid was included for ths
interpretation of this factor. The Iokeacb test of
rigidity has a high saturation on this Thotor.












This factor acøaunted for 9.10 p.r cent of the
variance.
is clearly & factor of IMtreot aggression.
This factor is very similar to Factor V. in the Communist
group showing a relationship between indirect aggreasion,
a lack of emphasis and radicalism.
(15) Indirect aggression	 .51
(U) Emphasis	 -.59
(1) RadiO iImL	 .38
(7) Luohins	 -.35
(12) Direct dominance	 -.35
(6) Rigidity	 .33
Taotor V accounted for 7.81 per cent of the
variance.
The 1ormal Gr0ui.
Table XVII. presents the loadings of th. five
factors which have been isolated from the correlations
given in Table VII. As in the other groups, thes•












































to be considered as ixeperdent. Taken together they
account for 54.13 p.? cent of the variance.
Th. significant loadings which .rge aft.r the
eight rotations are shown in Table XX.
has loadings greater than .30 on nine
of the t.sta. The highest loadings are on the two T
scales azzi the factor has been identified as one of tough'-
miidedrass. Direct doatname has the highest saturation
on this factor. The variables with the greatest
saturations in desoethjng order are as follows s'
(2) T'	 .99
(10) T (revised)	 .98
(12) Direct doathanoe 	 .69
(6) Rigidity	 .49
(1.3) Ir4treot doninance 	 .48
(3) Ethnooentris*	 .47
(4) 7	 .41
(9) Intolerance of ambiguity 	 .41
(14) Direct aggression	 .37
? is a relativ.ly pure measure of the first factor
aul is fr.. of significant loadings on the remaining
factors.
This factor accounted for 24.46 per cent of the
variance.
1.30.
Zi2L.1.1 3,5 obvIously $ factor of W].ack of
domtnsno.N •
	 There is only one test with a significant
loading on this factor txd that is emphasis. The
relationship between W].$Ok øf dominance" arg emphasis does
not appear logical but may b. sac ounted for by the
mechanism of compensation. it a person lacks a dominant
personality he can compensate by being emphatic in his
opinions. However, the saturation on emphasis is not very
high; it may be due to the parttaular rotation,
(13) Irdireot dominance	 .74
(ii) Emphasis	 .44
(12) Direct dominance	 -'.43
This factor accounted for 7.64 per cent of the
variance.
7.et2rm Ie has to be interpreted with a certain amount
of caution Sims it has been shown that rigidity 2g
intelligence are correlated in this group. However, this
factor has been identified as one of rigidity. The two
highest loadings are on the rigidity tests ard the third
test of rigidity in our battery, variabl, no. 6, ..].though
it has & low saturation, it is nevertheless significant
ard this helps to id.ntify this factor.




(6) California rigidity	 .27
This factor accounted for 7.10 p.r cent of the
vartsno•.
?*otoIT. is obviously One of aggression. Only
two tests had significant loadings arg
 it has been shown
previously that it is in accordance with clinical. firirigs
that frequently persons who are izir.ct1y aggressive
are not openly aggressive.
(14) Direct aggression	
-.7,
(15) Ithireot aggression 	 .76
This factor accounted for 8.66 per cent of the
Tax tanci
Z.tl. is wmistskeably a factor of intolerance
of ubiguity. There are only two significant loadings
ax they are both reasonably high.
(5) Dog-oat	 .522
(9) Zntolerazio. of aabiguity .702
This factor accounted for 6.27 p.r cent of the
variance.
omt,ariso of the proue.
The first factor to be extracted in each group
was that of tough- sairdedness. The saturations weti all
uniforaly high showing that T is a relatively pure
l2.
.asur. The order of the rsaatning factors
extracted was not always the 5am, but the isa. thre.
factors wer, identified, vii., rigidity, intolerance of
ambigtiity, ai aggression. A. fifth factor of doatnanos
was identified in the Taicist and or]. groups.
The pattern of the saturations on our T factor is
quits siailar in .11. groups. The following tests hays
fairly high saturations on T in each group:- Fascism,
rigidity, dominance, and aggression. The aggression
variable is l.ss clear-out than the dominance variable.
Zn arq case, these variables are ill closely related to
T.
Th. pattern of orgsnitation of attitudes is
essentially the lame for th. three experimental, groups,
but the level, of the variables or their relati,. amounts,
differ.
Zntrovere ion-Extroversion.
During the oours. of the research it was iugpested
that touph-aiul.dnsss might be correlated with extroversion
in the Jungian sense; the tough-minded person would t.M
to be extroverted, and the tenler-mirded person would tend
to be introverted, It will be recalled that our terms
tough-minded - tender-minded were adopted from William James
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Jung's (1924) •xtravert,ard the teider"iaizded person to his
introvert. It is true that James' expressions are very
broad aid it is only in their totality that they giv, an
approximate picture of the tough-iiiuled •xjrovert aid the
terder-ajided introvert. !oth categories have some
oharaoteristios in common. Even Jung says that as a rule,
only careful observation aid weighing of the svidenoe permits
a sure o].assifioatton of the introvert aid the extrovert.
Jung noted in his mental patients a teidency for the
extroverts to develop into hysterics aid the introverts to
develop into dysthymtos. Using these two psychiatric
classifications Pould. (1953) analysed the T.A.T. stori.s
of mental patients with specially constructed scoring
categories. He was able to classify these patients on the
basis of their stories into hysterics aid dysthyalos. This
classification was in close agreement with psychiatric
diagnosis.
It was interded to use this method of Poulds to get
ratings on the T.A..T. stories of the subjects In this
investigation for Introver sionextroVer son. However,
there are tw.aty pictures in a set of ?.A.T. cards aid
Foulds' used ten of these, but unfortunately they did not
coincide with the cards used in the present study.
Accordingly it was decided to make up broad scoring
categories following Jung's description of introversion-
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extroversion ard have the l.A.?. stories rated on these.
Zach of the ten stories was rated using the intensity
score from o to fiv, on the following variablea*
3.. yurgamental interest in the outer or objective
world (as opposed to the main interest being
the inner subjective world.)	 -
2, Rater'jalistja values (power, prestige, possessions)
as opposed to idealistic values.
3, Xt.restEi in persons ant things - outgoing social
) pç'tiOipati9n, seek social approval as opposed
to seclusiveness.
4. Irreligious as opposed to religious.
5. Extrapunitiveness as opposed to intrapunitjvanes$.
6. Going by facts as opposed to going by principles.
7. 5enaatiorlistio as opposed to intelleotualistlo.
The scores were subject to the same correction factor
as previously ant the prot000le were rated by the investi
gator ant by the same judge who had previously scored the
I' .A .'f.' s • The agreement ranged from 69% to 92% with an
average of 82%.
The categories do not completely cover Jung's
description but they do cover the main aspects adequately
enough for the purpos., which was to get some Idea of the
relationship of extroversion to tough-m.trd.driess. This
was very minor piece of the research but it was decided
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ta include it since the T.L.?. prot000].i were *vsUab].e,
The sorrelation. were as fOlLOWS *
Cou2njsta	 X!i1!li.	 z(orls.
L.v.] at	 •.301	 .297
	
+.307
significance.	 .05	 .05	 .01
The Oorr.latjn* aj• *1]. positIve and statistically
significant Indicating that there ii a tendency for
extroverts to d•vslop toughaizded attitudes aM for
introverts to develop taMer-aiMed attitudes.
The a.ans aM stargard deviations of the three groups
on introversion-.xtreversion are given below:-
Mean
C oazsanimts	 8.78	 2.78
?'a so lets	 9.76	 2.19
}oraa].s	 8.01	 3.22
There is no significant difference between the
Coa*inists aM Tasoists Ct 1.814), nor are the Coaaaniets
aM oraa1s significantly different Ct 1.40). The
ftsoists however, are significantly aor• •xtravert.d than
the )4oraals Ci 3.72). This differences is significant
beyout the .0]. level.
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CHAPTER TI.
Some Subjective Ixwreeeione aM 5uettons for
7xture Research.
It should be emphasised first that the author is
merely elaborating some of the impressions she received
from contact with the experiments]. groups. They are
subjective impressions aM speculations which are riot
offered as conclusions or as dimonstrated tiMings, but
as hypotheses for further investigation.
Many people may have the impression that Pasoism is
now & dead issue aM th. the Fascist party is of no
importance today. It ii true that their numbers are
small, but it is doubtful if they are getting any smaller.
Prom all appearances, they are actually increasing.
Recently, six pro.t'*nt members left the party because
they were not allowed any veioe in the formulation of the
policy of the party. One leading newspaper carried a
short article concerning this, with the caption, "Kosley&s
party is facing collapse". However, at the present time
this does riot ppear to be true. Their party frequently
contests local elections aM within the last two months
one of their members was •1•oted to the Lakes Urban
District Council in the Grasmere Ward. In the earlier
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part of this year on. of their members ran in a Borough
sleotien aM although he was not •l.oted because th. district
is a Labour stronghold, nevertheless, he received moze
vot.s than the Conasrvaflvs aemb.r who put up for election.
Union Movement is not the only fascistic group in
Eng]aM, t*zt it is the successor to th. original Fascist
party of Macicy before the lecoM world war. Mosi.y'a
party in Europe, 1ation Europa" had gained sufficient
Strength by early this yser to caus. the authorities in
West Berlin to ban it as a "precautionary measure",
although they claimed it had rio political significance.
The most outstanding characteristic of the Fascist
party is their anti's.mttiea. This attitude is subscribed
to, on the surface, at 1.&it by all party members. But
in many oasis, this attitude is only a surface phenomenon.
Many of the members are not anti-semitic and say as little
as possibi. about the Jews. But other members are extremely
malicious about them. On leading member of Union Movement
recently left the party because be oonaid*red it was too
"anti-Jewish". Re joined a new organisation calLed
"British People's Rally". Others who object to the
policy of the party on this question evidently do not
feel strongly enough about it to leave the party. 5omo
of the members subscribe to the opinions of a violently
anti-Jewish pamphLet entitled "Gothic Ripples", published
by th. Anti-Jewish Inforastion Bureau in Surrey, but
other aub.rs object t. It. Evidently ther. ax. s.1.ctj,.
factors in the 1xdtvidua3.' s personality which causes hix
to join the party, aid then he ii aculded to party stardards
through his n..d to confers.
Th. Ooni.ts cxi the other hard do not practise anti-
semitisa. The now edition of the Soviet Enoyo].opsedia
published in 7bruary, 1953, puts it beyoM doubt that there
Is no "anti-..aitis' in offisial Russia. Xt reports "the
J•wish probles does not exist in the ZovIet Union, where
today Jive fizd the doors open to all prof.ssIon$".
The authoritarian pu'soriality as described by sany
writers aid investigators appears to oharact.rie. our two
groups quite accurat.ly. flowev.r, authox'ttsrtana do not
possess all the characteristics ascribed to the type
generally. There arc asriy tuiividua1 differ.naest sea.
of thea we out aid out differences, aid seas axe just I
aattor of degree. For instance, the Fascists on the whole
are so insecure that they roast to aany stat.aents or
opinions as if they wer personal crittoisas. Th.ir
re*et ton-sensitivity eade to pen latent eel f-re ferenoe.
?his does not appear to be tru. of the Couaniets. These
two groups should b tested for neursticisa aid psychotics
as it appears to the writer that the Coazzriists terd toward
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neurotieisa but the Pasoists towards psyohotisa. The
Pasoists definitely teat to be paranoid beyoid average.
The Couanists as a group saks iivah acre effort to
try to iaprees one favourably. The Yasoists have & great
tudenoy to a&ke derogatory stateaents about everyone aid
everything. They do not 0try to win fri.nis aid influence
people1 1
 They lack th. poise aid sophistication of aariy
of the OoIl3alnlst aeabers. Th.y are less skill.d in social.
discaurs.. If they get into an argua.rit they acre quickly
beeo abusive than the Oeuzntsts. It would be worthwhile
to tests these two groups on the Rosirizweig Picture Prustration
test to see how they differ.
roth groups sees to favour a regiaentett political lit..
They probably achieve a pseudo-security through routine orders
aid discipline. $oa of this need to id.ntify with
authority asy go baok to pareritichUA interaction aid the
eaot tonal ataosphere which pervaded the hoie. The relation-
ship aay have d•ve]oped as a result of the Nneetts$ of the
particular irdividual. which were riot satisfied. Intensive
olinloal. interviews would be necessary to obtain inforaat ion
of this kird aid with groups of the type used in this study
it would be alsost tapossible.
However. any ftttur. research should include tests of
intelligence, aid probably of suggestibility. Jirth.r
studies should be earned out coaparirig working-class aid
jg aiddleiclass aouartst.: Jewish Ooazu1sts ecu]d be
t.st.d on prejudice using 8.rnotf's Jewish anti-seaitiss
scale.
Obviously these gxoups need to be irivsstigat.4 zoh
sore thoroughly a$ many aspects if their personality are
as yet untouched. Testing of furth.r hypothesis would
broaden our uMerstaztiing of the inter-Talationships b.tw..n
personality aM political ideology.
It 1.5 important to ur4erstaM these groups, b.oaus•
it i possible that besides an antidssoratii p.tential,
they may have a disoeratto potential, .htoh might, If




P.aauss certain groups advocate aethods or violence
aid suppression as techniques for gaining control of
others, it has becea. of paruount taporteno. to ascertain
why certain irdividuals identify thua.1i.s with thise
groups aid thus contribut, to their Suosess. Ma studies
have atteapted to evaluate that which has b.eoas known as
th. authoritaa'ian prsonaltty • One of the outitaiding
oharsoteristios of this type of personality is a high degree
of prejudice. MaIV theories have been advanced in an
atteapt to account adquately for th. dtfferenoes that
have bn shown to exist between th. high aid the low in
prejudice. The aajority of investigators have used as
their criterion group persons who have obtained high scores
on scales of etbnoasntrisa, anti-sealtt$a or autheritarianisa.
The present investigation proposed a ditfereno4 approach.
The criterion was active a.abership in a poLtttOal. party
considered to be authoritarian. Two political parties
were selected, via., the Oo.*inist Party, aid the Yasoist
?uty. Th. purpose of the .xpsriaerit was to test
•xp.riaentaUy the staUarttt.s aid differences on the
priaary social attitudes aid certain personality variables
bstw..n aeab.re of these two groups.
Specifically the investigation was d.signed to asc.rtain
3.45.
if Coauiists aid Paseists have in eomeon az authorl'-
tartan oharaot.rtsttos. via., tauhaiid.dn.ss, riidity,
intoleranc, of ambiguity, ethnocentrism.
In order to test the hypothesis & battery f 1.5 tests
was e4sinistore to a roup of 43 Cemainists, 43 luoists,
aid a control group of 6 with mixed polities] affiUstions.
£11. responses were seored aeoordtig te the artous marazals
of dirsottone aid subj.et.d to statistiul analysis in
ex'du' that differences aid simUaritt.s might be demonstrated.
The results of the experiment isid support to th•
hypothesis that Oouinists aid Pasoists share some authori.
tartan charsot.ristios. The major fixdtngs are as follows :
1. The yssoists lie in th. tough-minted conservative
quadrant; the Geazinists in the tough.iaiid.L
r&d ioi quadrant.
2. The Jasaists tent to be .xtrus].7 ethneointz'ie,
whereas the Comminists are very antt-ethnossntr1s.
3. Uoaa..udsta aid Pass ut' re .çasUy tougb-aird.d
apart from the issue of anti-seattisa.
4. The Tassists are significantly more antid..aocx'ati.o
than the Goa.itsts. The Ooanists in turn
ax'. stgntftoant].y mcx's ant itemosratis than the
Zormals.
5. Thor. is no signiftoant differens. between the
Coazin.tsts aid Yasoists on intol.z'anoe of ambiguity,
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rigl4lt7 it personal habits ard ways of thinking
abcit people.
6. The Coztntsts are •1gritfiaantly aor. dJrect].y
dosinaut than th. ftsQist$; the TUCL.ts are
significantly aore irdireotly doatnant than the
Couznists.
7. The J.oists are •ignificant].y ors directly
aggressive than the Coa*zntsts; the Comznhats
are significantly wre irdtr.otly aggressive
than the lasoists,
Tour factors were identified in each group as tough
a1x4.dnesa, rigidity, tntol.rare of ubiguity aid
aggression. Zn addition a fifth factor of do*in&nee
was identified iii the Tsutst and )oral groups.
It was concluded that the sane pattern of attitudes
was operative in the three groups, but the groups differ
as to the relative intensity of th. attitudes held.
The results ot the investigation are Oapable of
gensraltsation to siallar groups itho sr. neabers of the
work ingolass. Generalization to a different culture
would not be warranted.
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5co1e
Namo..................,...,..,,.. Age.............. Date......,........
Please read, each statement carefully and say whether you. think
it is true or false.	 Put your answer in the right-hand column.
Answer	 questns as truthfully as possible; there are no right
or wrong answers.
1. I wish people would be more definite about things.
2. I don't like to work on a problem unless there is
the possibility of coming out with a clear-cut and.
unambiguous answer.
3. I am in favour of a very strict enforcement of all
laws, no matter what the consequences.
4, For most questions there is jast one right answer
once a person is able to get all the facts.
5. The trouble with many people is that they don't take
things seriously enough.
6. It bothers me when something unexpected. interrupts
my daily routine,
7. I often start things I never finish.
8. I set a high standard for myself and. I feel others
should. do the same.
9. People who seem unsure and uncertain about things make
me feel uncomfortable.
10. Most of the arguments or quarrels I get into are over
matters of principle.
11. I don T t like things to be uncertain and unpedictable.
12. I think that I am stricter about right and wrong than
most people.
13. It is annoying to listen to a lecturer who cannot
seem to make up his mind, as to what he really believes.
14, Once I have my mind made up I seldom change it.
15. I always see to it that my work is carefully planned
,'	 and organized.
f.6. Our thinking would be a lot better off if we would
just forget about words like "probably,"
"approximately," and "perhaps."
7. I like to have a laoe for everything and everything
in its place.
b8. I never make judgments about people until I am sure
of the facts.
•9. I am known as a hard and steady worker.
--S	 -.
0. I find that a well-ordered mode of life, with
regular hours and. an established routine, is
congenial to my temperament.
-2 -
21. . strong p.rson will be &)le to mcie up his mind
even on the most difficult questions.
22. It is hard. for me to sympathize with a person who
is always doubting and unsure about things.
	 ____
23. I always make up an ending for a story when the
author leaves me in doubt as to the fate of the
hero.
24. Parents nearly always know best.
25. Most women re either good or bad.
26. If I have the choice of two alternatives and I
cannot decide, I find it is better to choose either
one to get the decision over with.
2?. I dislike working puzzles to which there seems
to be no solution.
28. There is only one true religion.
29, It makes me feel uncomfortable when someone is
speaking about something which I doot understand.
	 __________
30. Women ct too much like men nowadays.
31. I change my mind easily when someone puts forth
a convincing argument. 	 ______
32. I take a philosophical view of life most of the
time.
33, I make up my mind very rapidly.
34. It makes me uncomfortable to do anything
unconventional.
35. I dislike learning things about which I know
absolutely nothing.
36. It is a1wais desirable to do the socially
acceptable thing.	 _____
. .	 S .e .. .
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PUBLIC OPINION 'UESTIONNIRE D.
N e
	. . . . . . . . . . . . .A.ge . . . .
	 . Date . . . . . . . . . . . .
The following statements refer to opinions regarding a number
of social groups and issues, about which some people agree and
others disagree. Please mark each statement in the left-hand
margin according to your agreement or disagreement, as follows:
+1: slight support, agreement 	 -1: slight opposition, disagreement
+2: moderate support,
	
"	 -2: moderate opposition,	 I'
^3: strong support,	
-3: strong opposition, 	 I'
____ 
1. One trouble with Jewish businessmen is that they stick
together and prevent other people from having a fair chance
an competition.
_____ 2. Negroes have their rights, but it is best to keep them in
their own districts and schools and to prevent too much
contact with whites,
_____ 3. Zootsuiters prove that when people of their type have too
much money and freedom, they just take advantage and cause
trouble.
_____ 
Lj.. The worst danger to our country during the last 50 years has
come from foreign ideas and agitators.
- 5. I can hardly imagine myself marrying a Jew.
6. ITOW that a new world organisation is set up, Great Britain
must be sure that she loses none of her independence and
complete power as a sovereign nation,
7. It culd be a mistake ever to have Negroes for foremen and
leaders over whites.,
_____ 8. Certain religious sects who refuse to salute the flag,should
bc forced to conform to such a patriotic action, or else
be abolished.
_____ 9. There may be a few exceptions, but in general Jews are
pretty much alike.
_____ 10. The trouble with letting Jews into a nice neighbourhood is
that they gradually give it a t3rpical Jewish atmosphere.
PUBLIC OPINION QUESTIOAIRE F..
Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , Age. . . . . . . . . . . . Date. . . .. .. . . . . ,. 	 •.
The following statements refer to opinions regarding a number
of social groups and. issues, about which some people agree and others
disagree. Please mark each statement in the right-hand margin
according to your agreement or disagreement, as follows:
+1: slight support, agreement 	 -1: slight opposition, disagreement
+2: mor&te support,	 1	 -2: moderate opposition,
^3: strong support,	 -3: strong opposition,
1. Obedience and respect for authority are the most Important _____
virtues children should learn..
2. A person who has bad manners, habits, and breeding can
hardly expect to get along with decent people.
3. If people would talk less and work more, everybody wouldbe better off.
Li.. The business man and the manufacturer are much more
important to society than the artist and the prcfi3sor.
5. ScIence has its place, but there are many Important
things that can never possibly be understood by the
human mind.
6. Every person should have complete faith In some
supernatural power whose decisions he obeys without
q.uestion.
7. Young people sometimes get rebellious ideas, but as they
grow up they ought to get over them and settle down..
8. what this country needs most, more than laws and.
political programmes, Is a few courageous, tireless,
devoted, leaders in whom the people can put their faith.
9. No sane, normal, decent person could. ever think of
hurting a close friend or relative.
10. Nobody ever learned anything really important except
through suffering.
IL what the youth needs most Is strict discipline, rugged.
determination, and the will to work and. fight for family
and country.
12. An Insult to our honour should always be punished.
13. ex crimes, such as rape and attacks on children, deserve
more than mere imprisonment; such criminals ought to
be publicly whipped, or worse.
Li.. There is hardly anything lower than a person who does not
feel a great love, gratitude, and respect for his parents.
5. Most of our social problems would be solved if we could 	 ______
somehow get rid of the immoral, crooked, and feeble-
minded people.
-2-
6. Homosexuals are hardly better than criminals and ought to 	 ______
be severely punished.
7. When a person has a problem or worry, it is best for him 	 ______
not to think about it, but to keep busy with more
cheerful things.
'18. Nowadays more and more people are prying into matters that,- 7
should remain personal and private.
19. Some people are born with an urge to jump from hig. places.
20. People can be divided into two distinct classes: the
weak and the strong.
21. Some day it will probably be shown that astrology can
explain a lot of things.
22. Wars and social troubles may someday be ended by an earth-
quake or flood that will destroy the whole world.
23. No weakness or difficulty can hold us back if we have
enough will power.
2L.. It is best to use some prewar authorities in Germany to
keep order and prevent chaos.
25. Most people don't realize how much our lives are controlled
by plots hatched in secret places.
26. Human nature being what it is, there will always be war
and conflict.
27. FamiliarIty breeds contempt.
28. Nowadays when so many different kinds of people move around ______
and mix together so much, a person has to protect himself
especIally carefully against catching an infection or
disease from them.
29. The wild sex life of the old Greeks and Romans was tame
compared to some f the goings-on in this country, even in
places where people might least expect it,
30. The true British way of life is disappearing so fast that ) ______
force may be necessary to preserve it.
•....t&. (St.
PUBLIC OPflTION INVENTORY
It is hoped you will be interested in this survey of
public opinion. Below are given 60 statements which
represent widely-sheld opinions on various social questions,
eeleoed from speeches, books, newspapers and other sources.
They were ohosen in such a way that most people are lt11y to
agree with some 1 and to Lsagree with others.
After each statement, you are requested to record youz'
personal opinion regarding it. You should use the following
system of marking:
+ + if yot strongly agree with the statement
if you agree on the whole
0 if you ean't decide for or against 1
 or if you think the question is
worded in suoh a way that you oan tm t give an answer
if you disagree on the whole
• it you strongly disagree
Please answer frankj.y. Remember this is not a teRt; there
ae no "right' 1
 or "wrong" answers • Th answer required is your own
personal opinion. Be sure not to omit any questions. Tho
questionnaire is anonymous, so please do not sign yoiiz' name.
Do not oonsult any other person while you are giving your
answers.
Opinion Statements
1. The nation, exit for the ben4f it of the individuals composing
it, not the individuals for the benefit of the nation.
2. Coloured people are irnately inferior to white people.
3• Wy is inherent in human nature.
4. Ultimately, private property should be abolished and complete
socialism introduced.







6. In the interests of peace, we must give up part of our national
sovereignty.	 ......•.....
-----OR
7. Produotion and trade should be free from goverxnnent interference. .....'.../... ,
I Divopee laws should be altered to make divorce easier.
9, The so-called underdog deserves little sympathy oi help from
successful people.





11. The nationalization of the great industries is likely to load to -- -











12. Men and women have the right to find out whether they are sexually




13. "My country right or wrong" is a saying which expresses a fmda-
--,-mentally desirable attitude. 	 ..'. .,."..
--—,o T4. The average man can live a good enough life without religion.
	 ....l....., I
25. It would be a mistake to have coloured people as foremen over whites ...,........
16. People should realise that their greatest obligation is to their
family.
17. There is no survival of any kind after death.
18. The death penalty is barbaric, and should be abolished.
— T
...I....S..d
• .4.. 1. . . . . .
19. There may be a few exoeptions, but in general, Jews are pretty much --
	 o r
alike,
20. The dropping of the first atom bomb on a Japanese oity, killing
thousands of innocent women and children, was morally wrong
and ircopaibL with our kind of oiviliation.
21. Birth oorol, except when reoomnended by a dootor, should be made
illegal.
22. People suffering from incurable diseases should have the choice of
being put painlessly to death.
23. Sunday-observance is old-fashioned, and should oeae to govern our
behaviour,
24. Capitalism is immoral because it exploits the worker by failing to
give him full value for his productive labour,
2. We should believe without question all that we are taught by the
Church,
26. A person should be free to take hts own life, if he wishes to do so, -- -





27. Free love between men and women should be encouraged as a means
towards mental and physical health.
28. Compulsory military training in peaoe-time is essential for the
survival of thi.s country.
29. Sex orina uh as rape and attacks on children deserve more than
mare impriornent; such criminals ought to be flogged or worse.
30. A white lie is often a good thing.
t	 God i3 an invento of the hwunmind,	 t
It is wrong that man should be permitted greater sexual freedom than
women by cooiety.
The Church should attempt to increase its influence on the life of
the nation.






.. n-.'. ;•;; .
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35. The laws agnst abortion should be abolished.
38. Most religious people are hypocrites.
37. Sex relations except in marriage are always wrong,
38. European refugees 8hOuld be left to frid for tlieniselves.
39. Only by going baok to religion can civilization hope to survive.
40. It is wrong to punish a man if he helps another oourrbry because
he prefers it to his own.
41. It is just as well that the struggle of life tends to weed out
those who oaiuiot stand the pace,
42. In taking part in any form of world organization, this oountry
should make certain that none of its independence and power
is lost.
43. Nowadays, more and more people are prying into matters which do
not oonoern them.
44. All forms of discrimination against the coloured raoes, the Jiw,
eto. should be made illegal, and subject to heavy penalties.
45. It is right and proper that religious education in sohools should
be oor.sory.
46, Jews are as valuable oitizens as any other group.
47. Our treatment of criminals is too harsh; we should try to cure 	 + ++them, not punish them.	 .4..i...'..
48 • The Church is the main bulwark opposing the evil trends in modern O-f-++ Tsociety.	 .v'.........
49. There is no harm in travelling occasionally without a tiokt, if
you can get away with it.
30 • The Japanese are by nature. a cruel people.
1, Life is so short that a man is justified in enjoying himself as
much as he can,
52 • An occupation by a foreign power is better than war.
53 • Christ was divine, wholly or partly in a sense different from
other men.
54 • It would be best to keep coloured people in their awn districts
and s000ls, in order to prevent too much oontaot with whites.
55 • Homosexuals are hardly better than criminals, and ought to be
severely punished.
+-4-1- T
S 55 5 5 ss• .5
The nirc4 so waioreated by nod, 	 1
57 Elood sports, 1i1 fox hunting for instanos, are vicious and cruel, +
	 T
and should be forbidden.	 ..•'•..•'•...
58 , The rna ntonanoe of internal order within the nation is more 	
-	
T
tinporbant than ensuring that there i complete freedom for all. .....-'...••.•
59 . Every person should have complete faith in some supernatural
power whose decisions he obeys without question.	 •sS. Ii.....,
60. The practical man is of more use to soolety than the thinker. 	
•Is•IS.S..*.
-4-.




64. Occupation (please give fulidetails)
•....SS...................*.I.lSC.CS.5,Sl*CSl•Cll5S•ll*••S••ISI*••S*5S5•SSSSIS
65. Fathor" Occupation (p].ease give full details)
•..e..e....sslls.s.sl •Cl .,..,..IIe...,5IlI5CSll,Sel,ell5l151l•ll11l1lS•e51l55
66. Age atwhiohyou finishedyour full-tine education ......,......................
67. Do you belong to any political party or to any organisatioxi, association, or
roup whioh is interested in political matters? If so please give details
(e.g. Liberal Party, Communist Party, Pacifist group, Anarchist group, etc.)
e.s ..ss.. s.11.s. S lel .. •e55s5•I•e•l SeSSS.sle•eS S S • .IICIICC SSSSSCIC . • •• • C. •
•......,...S5l.S.ISSSSISII1
68. Aso that a General Eleotion is to be held tomorrow. In your constituency, you
have a complete choice of all the political parties in this country. Whiøh
party would you prefer to vote for?
...,.l....l..lSS•S•C•111SC1151 CSS•SSlS




Examples of T.A.T. Stories.
Card 'TN4 - depicting dominams.
COMiitlNISTS.
It's a father and son, there is no mother, she diet
some time ago and the father has been looking after the
son. He has devoted his life to raising him and sent him
to school ant he has been & good father to him. The son
was in the forces during the war, but is in aivy street
now. The father has a petrol station and a garage,and a
house about three or four miles from a larger town. He
has spent years building up the garage and has a good trade
so that his son could take it over when he was old enough.
His son is a mechanic, and wants to go to this nearby town
and work there and he tells his father he is going to leave
the next morning and strike out on his own, be wants to work
in a larger town. The father talk8 to him firmly and
decisively arid points out the advantages - they have friends
arid they are busy at the works, bays a good trade, make a
comfortable living arid he must stay there and work and run
the business and help him. He is the only son and it is
his duty to stay by his father in his old age. The father ii
getting old now and his eyes fill with tears. The son is
sulking. Thit he decies to stay au think it over ar
give it a try. So he stays and the work goes well.
In this story the father is built up as the iaain
øharaoter (or hero) and he influenoes his son. Therefore
tozitnance is scored as need tozilnance. If the son had
been built up as the hero and then the father restrained
hiz* the toxi1nanoe would have been scored as object or
indirect. Thzt the father t the central figure and ziost
of the story is devoted to hizi.
"The father talke to hizi tinily and deotsively -------
and he jiust stay and run the business and help hizi." This
latter part of the story is scored need dozilnance with a
rating of 4 because of its inportanGe to the ziain thezie.
Carl 7M lepbting dominance.
FA5C19T3.
I would say this is a young man who has come across
a severe problem. He is a junior accountant in a firm
and he ii happy and satisfied with his job atI he has
been getting some raises ar4 he has a girl. He and this
girl hal planned to get married as loon as he was mad•
head of his department, but now he has decided not to wait.
H. knew his father would be against it, but he decided he
would just go ahead. So he tells his father of his plans
or at least its some older relative - maybe it isn't his
father - but this man tells him be shouldn' t get marr ted
just yet, he should watt until be is better established.
The young man is bitter arid feels everything has gone
against him. His girl is willing to get married now, and
his job isn't too bat. The older man is talking to him and
the young man listens without really realizing it arid the
older man is proving a philosopher to him. The outcome
will be that the younp man will postpone his wedding arid
will absorb a more mature philosophy in dealing with life.
soon as he was made head of his department"
This is direct dominance exhibited by the hero, with a
rating of 1 (1 Dom 1)
In this story the young man is obviously the central
fIgure ard the ?ather or relative is a s.aondary
oharaoter. The subject is irdefinite about the identity
of the older ian. let the older iian influences the
younger an aid postpones the weln. Therefore, the
doirawe is scored ai object need dozinanoe, i.e. indirect
do&inanoe because a ainor figure doAinatea the central
figure. (ODoa3.)
Cart 7M depicting dominance.
They look like two men, maybe scientists, doing some
work in a big factory. They ar. thinking very seriously
about a problem both of theis have worked on. The elder
man is the one who has started the research on the subject,
it's In a textile mill, and the younger man has ooi*e in to
work on it later on and now they have reached an impasse
and can't see any further ahead. The older man is being
difficult arid doubtful arid pesaia.tstiS, but the younger
man thinks they can po ahead arid solve it. They b'h
have very sad expressions and don't look very hopeful.
The older man thinks they are wasting their time and should
give up. They have been working on this problem for about
two years now and in the last few months they haven't gone
ahead very far. Put the younger man tells him he has been
thinking about it arid gives him some ideas he has arid he
talks to him for about an hour arid convinces him they
should go on. He has oonfidenoe and soon the older *an
catches the spirit arid the outcome 1* that they are
successful.
-a-
In this story, both the older man and the younger
man are central figures, but the younger man is judged to
be the hero as be has a sliahtly more dominant part, since
be is the central character Arid convinces the older man;
this is direct 4oix'anoe ar not object doiiiranoe or
indirect doitnance.	 J Doa 2.
The trait o1 oinanco reoelvee ratiri of
2 beoate there Is no coercion beÜM it. The younper
man convinces the older man by congtruotive arurnent -
"he gives hi some ideas".
Card 18 M depicting agreesion.
C OA1MUN I S'.
This takes plac. at a May Day celebration and the
meeting was banned by the Home Secretary, but it took
place anyway ant these people were just meeting ant not
doing any harm, end they were attacked by the police who
cue in and tried to break up the meeting - very brutal -
and arrested many men who were peaceful ant unarmed, ant
they were draped away by the police. This man whom the
police are taking away hat been speaking to the people ant
when the polio. came up he tried to tell then that they were
not doing any harm, they were quiet and orderly until, the
police cane ant tried to break them up. You can see by
the expression on his face that he is fairly unafraid ant
not particularly any; quite a calm expression, eyes closed.
He has remained calm. Thit another man comes along ant
tries to interfere when it didn't concern him. His right
hand seems to be coming out from under his coat in rather
an unnatura]. fashion arA finally with this other man
interfering the speaker strJes and throws off the police,
who are not very capable and he gets away when he should
have stayed and let the police arrest him because he wasn't
doing any harm.
"the meeting took place anyway" g with a rating of 1.
This is direct aggression - disregard of a government order.
The polio. an, blued and criticized for arresting
soga of the crowd, who are secondary characters in the
story. For this reason, this aggression is scored as
object or indirect aggression with a rating of 2.
The hero or osntral figure in this story is the
speaker who was arrested • Me has been built up in the
early part of the story but at the end he is rejected
because of his escape from the polio.. Criticism or
blue directed toward. the hero is scored as object or
indirect aRpreseion. The rating given here is 2 sines
the sentiment expressed was not very strong.
Card 18 BM - depicting Aggression.
TA3I3T3.
There was an open sir aeeting being held, it was one
of & series of regular meetings and there was a big crowd
gathered around listening to the spaker. AM there was
one little fellow who kept heotling the speaker. He WaS a
rather dirty-looking Jew - you oan always spot them,
unkempt, a sad lookiria piece of humanity (laughs). He
often came to the iaeetinn and stood around usually at the
baok and listened. AM then he started heckling the
speaker who just ignored him th. first few times but
graduaLly it got worse and the speaker stepped down and
argued with him. But there's xot much use arguing with
a fellow like that, what you need is action and teach
people like him a lesson. We get hecklers lots of times
and usually we just ignore them. But this Jew had been
doing it for some weeks now and finally some members of
the audience, some of our own gang, became disgusted and
grabbed hold of him az4 ushered him up the street to a
little alcove and gave him a good beating. They didn't
have much trouble with him after that • He came around
a few times and hung around on the outside of the crowd,
but he was quiet and orderly ar4 he knew we were watching
him. Then one Saturday he came w.th some of his gang arid
started heckling a gain and tried to start a fight. But out
*en wøre ready for thea arid it turned into a it of a
free for all. The police stepped in and the litti. Jew
went runnir down t,e street with his henehen tailing
after him, and thet's the last we ever saw of thei.
-Se
The 4.s3ription of the Jew ii lireot agrezzion in
the foraa of riotal malici. Ug3.
"What you need is action arid teach people like hiii
a leseon". This is a generalization and does riot refer
directly aid only to the Jew. It is, therefore, scored
as object or indirect agc'reasion.
"Aril gave hiia a good. beatin? is direct agresaion
with a rating of 4.
Card 18 ( depittng aggression.
This fellow IS probably In a meSs of trouble, got
aad at his wife, has som.e worry and doubt and went out
and had too much to drink and started to iaake a fool of
hiaeelf, started argiing with a man In the pub ant
then went outsid, ant started to fiht and he's been
arrested for it. He goes to court arid Fets fIII 	 ..
He realizes afterwards when be sobers up a bit what a
fool he was arid waS lunky to t off without being kept
in jail. When be got home be lit into his wife arid told
her he had had enoupi of her nagging at him and complaining
and wouldn't have anymore of it and if she didn't stop
he would just pack up and leave. And e didn't bother
him much after that.
_ --
"got nad at his wife'. This is mild direct aggression
dtIpliyd by the hero. HA.g 1.
"started to fight" direct ap presaion by hero lAg 1.
In this story the hero wal arrested and fined by
legally constituted authorities. This i & socialized form
of agrreseion. Th. hero was fined in court legitimately.
"pack pp arid leave" - direct ag'ression. .&g 1.
